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FOREWORD 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals urged correctional agencies to take "immediate and affirmative 
action to employ capable and qualified ex-offenders in correctional 
roles." The Parole Officer Aide Program of Ohio carries ou t the spirit 
of the recommendation and demonstrates its practical value. 

The benefits are decidedly mutual. Ex-offenders are allowed to attain 
paid professional positions - careers which they, their families and the 
communities can respect. The empathy and special perspective which 
the Aides bring to their work have added a positive new dimension to 
Ohio's parole services. 

Gerald M. Caplan 
Director 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 

June 1976 
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CHAPTER 1 
PROJECT SUMMARY 

Typically, parole officers and parolees represent two widely diver
gent cultural and economic worlds. The parole officer speaks the 
language of the middle-class professional. The parolee speaks the 
language of the city block and the cell block. Often, the distance 
between the two worlds may impose an additional barrier to the dif
ficult objective of parole supervision--that of easing an individ
ual's adjustment from institutional dependency to self-suffioiency 
on the outside. 

The Ohio Adult Parole Authority has confronted this problem by es
tablishing a program of parole supervision using ex-offenders as 
Parole Officer Aides (POAs). Carefully screened and trained ex
offenders work under the supervision of a Senior Parole Officer, 
handling their own case loads and developing job opportunities for 
parolees. Since the Aides are.former parolees themselves, they are 
particularly aware of the attitudes, needs and potential problems 
of parolees. And at the same time, the POA program creates viable 
employment opportunities for ex-offenders. Developed in 1972 by 
the Adult Parole Authority of the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation 
and Correction, the p~ogram has successfully integrated the ex-of
fender Aides into the state's existing parole organization and pro
vided them with real opportunities for career development. 

Recognizing the importance of employing qualified ex-offenders in 
responsible jobs within the correctional system, LEAA's National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice has designated 
the Ohio Parole Officer Aide Program an Exemplary Project. This 
manual documents Ohio's experience with the selection, training, 
employment, and evaluation of its Parole Officer Aides. Though 
based on the organization of parole services in a single state, the 
effort described here will hopefully stimulate further development 
and adaptation~f the concept in other parole jurisdictions. 
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1.1 Overview 

The Adult Parole Authority (APA) believes that using e,~-offenders 
as Parole Officer Aides benefits the correctional system in a num
ber of ways: 

• From the ex-offender's point of view, the program 
provides solid career opportunities, a worthwhile 
and prestigious job and a tremendous motivation to 
remain "straight." 

• From the parolee's point of view, the program means 
that parole can be a period of comradeship as well 
as supervision. When your parole supervisor could, 
in theory, have lived in the Saffie cell as you, there 
is reason to trust him. Through the POA, ex-offen
ders get a fresh view of the Parole Authority--a view 
that shakes up stereotypes. 

• From the Adult Parole Authority's voint of view, the 
program opens up new and more candid channels of com
munications. Based on his own expe,rience as inmate 
and parolee, the Aide is able to serve as a counseling 
resource to Parole Officers. Since Aides are general
ly employed in their local communities, they are know
ledgeable about local services and more importantly 
"streetwise" regarding people and places to be avoided 
by parolees. 

In spirit and substance, the Ohio program is fulfilling the recom
mendatio~s of the National Advisory Commission on c'riminal Justice 
Standards and Goals: 

Correctional agencies should take immediate and af
firmative action to recruit and employ capable and 
qualified ex-offenders in correctional roles. 

1. Policies and practices restricting the 
hiring of ex-offenders should be reviewed, 
and, where found unreasonable, eliminated 
or changed. 

2. Agencies not only should open their doors 
to the recruitment of ex-offenders, but 
also should actively seek qualified appli
cants. 
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3. Training programs should be developed to pre
pare ex-offenders to work in various correc
tional positions, and career development should 
pe extended to them so they can advance in the 
system. * 

consistent with these standards, the Parole Offic~r Aide Program 
was designed and implemented to integrate the ex-offender as a pro
fessional staff person within the correctional system. The POA 
project currently employs 26 Aides in parole units throughout the 
state.** In anticipation of LEAA grant termination in 1977, the 
APA has converted 12 Aide positions to civil service funding and 
plans to ~radually phase all 26 slots onto the state payroll. The 
intention of APA is to make the position of Parole Officer Aide a 
legitimate step in the career ladder of a professional Parole Offi
cer. 

A study conducted in 1974*** showed that 16 stat.es had programs 
which utilized e:.<-offenders as parole officer aides. However, un
like many programs which employ the ex-offender as an aide with 
lirni ted caseloadresponsibili tie,s, the POAs in Ohio are assigned a 
casel.oad of roughly 30 parolees and are required to provide "super
vision comparable to the supervision of professional officers." 
The Ohio POA, therefore, is given the kind of responsibility which 
elevates his or her status within the correctional system to more 
than that of a paraprofessional aide. Ohio PO As are given parole 
supervision responsibilities and the opportunity to advance their 
own careers within the Department of Rehabilitation and Correc
tions. 

The Ohio POAs corne from diverse backgrounds, although almost all 
have had blue collar jobs. Their previous occupations range from 

--~==-~'.-' --
* National Advisory Commission on criminal Justice Standards and 
Goals, Corrections (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing 
Office, 1973), p. 478. 

** Thirteen Aides were hired in 1972, twelve in 1973 and twelve 
in 1974. Due to promotions, turnovers, and attriti.on, the current 
total stands at 26. 

*** Joseph E. Scott, Ramon R. Priestino, and Harry E. Allen, "The 
Parole Officer Aide Program in Ohio: An Exemplary Project," The 
Program for the Study of Crime and Delinquency, The Ohio State Uni
versity, December, 1975, p. 9. 
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welder, roofer or landscaper, to less skilled jobs such as porter 
and gas station attendant. The Aides' formal education is consid
erably less than that of the average Parole Officer; only one has 
a college degree and 15 have completed high school. (The APA en
courages the Aides to further their education by allowing 10 hours 
of paid educational leave a week.) Four of the current Aides are 
women and 13 are Black. In terms of previous criminal conduct, 
the experience of Aides proves that they are not just token ex
offenders. The number of arrests ranges from one to 21, with an 
average of 6.2 arrests per Aide. The number of convictions var
ies from one to 21, with an average of 4.2 convictions for offen
ses including murder, manslaughter, robbery, assault and battery, 
bad checks, auto theft, burglary, and receiving stolen goods. 
The actual time Aides have spent in prison ranges from 11 months 
to 10 years, with an average incarceration time of 51. 3 months. * 

Despite the ~everity of their prior records, Ohio POAs have been 
extremely well received w"ithin the cor.rectional system and have 
proven to be effective parolee supervisors and counselors. 

1.2 Accomp{'/shmentP" 

Compared to regular Parole Officers, how well do Parole Officer 
Aides perform their job? To find out, the APA contracted with the 
Program for the study of Crime and Delinquency of the Ohio State 
University to conduct a three-year evaluation of the Parole Offi
cer Aide proje(:t. The study examined the effectiveness of the 
Aides by comparing their perfdrITlOlnce with a group of Ohio Parole 
Officers. A number of e'valuative techniques were used, including 
an attitudinal questionnaire, in-depth intervie\~s, field workers' 
reports, unit supervisors' ratings, a survey of inmates, and a 
survey of parolees supervised by Aides and Parole Officers. 

student observers assisting with the evaluation ranked the Aides' 
ability to relate to and aid parolees higher than that of Parole 
Officers. Moreover, parolees indicated that Aides we~e generally 
more concerned and sensitive about the types of problems they face 
on release than were the Parole Officers. Additionally, parolees 
felt that the Aides maintained a higher level of contact--whether 
in person or by phone--than did Parole Officers. Although the 
higher level of contact may be due simply to the fact that Aides 

* Scott, priestino, and Allen, op.cit., p. 36. 
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are often assigned parolees who need a higher level of assistance, 
the Aides have clearly proven themselves adept at establishing 
rapport and communicating with parolees. 

In addition to reducing the social distance between parolee and 
parole supervisor, by providing meaningful. and responsible jobs 
for ex-offenders, the Ohio APA has set an example for other state 
agencies and private businesses to follow. The success of the POA 
program is the success of its ex-offender Aides. Even if POAs 
choose not to pursue a career within the Department of Corrections 
in Ohio, the experience may place them in a better competitive po
sition for other jobs. 

Finally, by working with a former offender as a co-worker, many of 
Ohio's Parole Officers have acqu~red a new understanding of ex
offenders. This point is best illustrated by the experience of a 
Senior Parole Officer assigned to supervise an Aide: 

Initially, I was totally opposed to this program. I 
saw it as a high-risk venture with no returns. I was 
sure we were asking for big trQuble by hiring our for
mer clients. But, I guess, I've had to take it all 
back. The Aide in our office has helped me understand 
why parolees act like they do sometimes. It makes 
sense when an Aide explains why a parolee of mine can't 
seem to get his act together--to cope with day-to-day 
living. Also, the Aide helps the parolees understand 
why we have some of the rules we do. 

Working as peers, the POAs and t.he Parole Officers are sharing 
knowledge and information which ultimately benefits both the cor
rectional system and the parolees it serves. 

Needless to say, Ohio POAs are expected to share the APA's ultimate 
goal of maintaining community safety by providing supervision suf
ficient to minimize the ra·te of recidivism and parole .violations 
among the state's parolee population. And, though precisely com
parable statistics are not available, the evidence suggests that 
parolees under POA supervision present no greater risk to the com
munity than their counterparts on regular PO caseloads. (For de
tailed results and costs see Chapter 6.) 
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And what about the POAs themselves? Do they backslide? Accord
ing to the APA, POAs have proven to be no more of an employment 
risk than regularly recruited Parole Officers. The key issue, of 
course, is overall quality of service. And the APA feels that, 
if anything, their POAs have improved the quality of services 
available to parolees. 

1.3 Guide to the Manual 

In the remaining chapters of this manual, the organization and op
erations of the Ohio POA program are discussed in detail. Chapter 
2 describes the organiza.tion of Ohio's corrections system, noting 
the receptivity and commitment which has had a significant impact 
on POAs' ability to succeed within the Ohio system. Chapter 2 
also discusses the specific organization of the parole units where 
POAs are situated, and the administrative and supervisory respon
sibility for the work of the POA. 

Chapter 3 explains the recruitment and selection process estab
lished for POAs. Some of the critical issues related to the career 
potential of the POA position are explored. Because Ohio's Depart
ment of Rehabilitation and Corrections falls within the purview of 
civil service regulations, the promotion of Aides to regular Parole 
Officers was a major accomplishment. Ohio's solution to the inte
gration of Aides within the civil service system and, ultimat;ely, 
the Department of Rehabilitation ruld Corrections, is also discussed 
in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 describes the formal training program developed by APA 
for the POA recruits. The design, content, and methods of the 
pre-service formal instruction are detailed along with the require
ments of the POAs' six-month on-the-job training period. 

Chapter 5, Operations, provides a discussion of the activities and 
responsibilities of POAs. Beginning with the assignment of cases, 
the POA program's system for case supervision is described. In 
addition, this chapter explores the four principal duties of the 
POA: case management, job development, speaking engJigements, and 
other parolee support activities. 
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Chapter 6 presents the results of the Ohio state University study 
of the POA project and explains the major cost factors associated 
with operating a program of this type. 

In Chapter 7, attention is given to the issues which may affect 
the degree to which the operat:ions and approach of the Ohio POA 

• project can be replicated in other communities. 

Final+y, Chapter 8 discusses future research needs and prescribes 
an appropriate evaluation design for monitoring the performance 
of Parole Officer Aides. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE PAROLE OFFICER AIDE PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION 

The Parole Officer Aide position has been completely institution
alized within the structure of Ohio's Department of Rehabilitation 
and Corr,ection. POAs are part of the regular structure of parole 
units. With only limited exceptions they perform tasks similar to 
Parole Officers and are subject to the same supervisory guidelines. 
By placing Aides within the existing parole organization, fellow 
workers accepted them as peers more easily and the Aides accepted 
the seriousness of their jobs more readily. This chapter describes 
the organization of corrections services tn Ohio and the position 
of the Parole Officer Aide within that system. 

2.1 Organization of Parole Administration and Supervision 

Formerly a division of the Department of Mental Hygiene and Cor
rection, the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction. was 
established in 1972. The legislated reorganization plan was im
plemented to achieve stronger and more effective operational link
ages between the services available to offenders confined in the 
institutions and those provided after their release. The Depart
ment is organized into five major divisions: 

1. Institutional Services, which operates Ohio's 
eight penal institutions; 

2. Parole and Community Services, which governs 
parole and probation services; 

3. Administrative and Fiscal Operations, which 
is responsible for planning, programming and 
related administrative operations; 

4. Planning and Research, which controls research, 
program and facilities planning; and 
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5. Personnel, which performs personnel administrative 
functions. 

Figure 1 on the following page depicts the overall organization of 
the Department. 

The Division of Parole and Community Services was created to place 
a greater emphasis on those aspects of the correctional system that 
relate directly to the community. The Division includes the Adult 
Parole Authority, established by the legislature in 1965, and the 
recently created Community Services Bureau. The Community Services 
Bureau is responsible for the operation of community-based correc
tionai programs, which were previously operated by the Adult Parole 
Authority. 

Responsible for providing parole and probation services across the 
state, the Adult Parole Authority employs approximately 200 Parole 
and Probation Officers. In urban areas, parole and probation ser
vices are provided through separate units. However, in small towns 
and rural areas, officers will often be asked to supervise both 
probationers and parolees. Each year a total of 10,000 offenders 
are under supervision. Usually no more than 4,500 cases will be 
under supervision at anyone time. 

The principal agency responsible for the Parole Officer Aide Pro
gram, the APA, consists of four divisions and has a total of 496 
employees. The Authority is administered by a Chief appointed by 
the Director of the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction. 
Each of the four divisions described below is headed by a Super
intendent: 

• Parole Board. The Parole Board consists of seven 
members, including a chairman designated by the 
Chief of the Adult Parole Authority. The Board 
visits each institution on a monthly schedule to 
review and consider individual cases for parole. 

• Parole Supervision. This division has the direct 
responsibility for supervising persons paroled or 
conditionally paroled, guided by the goals of re
habilitation as well as public protection. 
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• Probation Development. Probation Development was 
created in 1965 to provide state-level assistance 
to local counties in developing and expanding pro
bation services. (Prior to Probation Development, 
all probation services were county responsibilities.) 
Currently, 55 of Ohio's 88 counties receive state 
probation services. State assistance is expected to 
conti~ue to grow. 

• Administration and Research. This division is res
ponsible fo~ developing and monitoring new program 
services, especially those involving Federal grants. 
Additional functions include record-keeping and fis
cal planning. 

Figure 2 shows the organizational structure of the APA. 

Ohio has a decentralized parole superv~s~on network consisting of 
fi ve large geographical regions. Boundary lines for regions paral-· 
leI the appropriate county lines of Ohio's eighty-eight counties. 
Each region is divided into districts which represent major popu
lation centers. The regions are then further subdivided into 
thirty-one parole units. 

Each region is administered by a Regional Supervisor. The Regional 
Supervisors have previously served as Parole Unit Supervisors and 
are former Parole Officers. All Regional Supervisors are appointed 
by the Chief of the Adult Parole Authority. The duties of a Re
giona.l SUl?ervisor incl ude general management of units wi thin the 
region, hiring and firing personnel, and determining fiscal needs. 
Final decisions on regional funding and staff requirements are made 
by the Parole Supervision Superintendent. The Regional Supervisor 
is responsible for insuring that parolee caseloads are evenly dis
tribt.ited among units and wi thin units in the region, but is not in
volved in the actual caseload assignment process.* 

Bach parole unit, responsible for either a designated geographical 
area or for a specialized caseload (e.g., alcohol or drugs), is 
directed by a Unit Supervisor. The unit is typically staffed by a 
Senior Parole Officer, several Parole Officers and, in 17 of the 
31 parole units, by Parole Officer Aides. Parole caseloads are 

* 
4: 

Caseload assignment is discussed in further detail in Chapter 
Operations. 
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divided among the unit stafli" according to geographical area or 
specialty of service. In counties wheie state probation services 
are present, some Parole Units handle caseloads of probationers. 
Howe 1,)'e r , Parole Officer Aides are generally not assigned proba
tioners. 

2.2 Project Development 

It's no accident that a worthwhile and sensible use of ex
offender skills wa~ established in the Ohio Parole System. The 
Adult Parole Authority has consistently displayed a strong com
mitment to providing the ex-offender with a range of supportive 
services. One APA program, organized in conjunction with local 
Lions' Clubs, provides counseling and emergency loans to parolees. 
Recognizing the difficulties parolees face in finding jobs, the 
APA also created a program to provide parolees vocational training 
and assistance in securing employment. Still another program, 
"Operation Prevention," paved the way for the APA' s use of Parole 
Officer Aides. This program utiLized ex-parolees as speakers be
fore high school and civic audiences to describe the 'consequences 
of criminal activity. Enthusiastic audience reception and strong 
ex-parolee participation led the APA to consider the possibility 
of employing ex-offenders on a full-time basis. 

In developing the concept of a Parole Officer Aide Program, the 
APA wished to capitalize on the experiences of former parolees, 
providing another means of effectively assisting parolees with 
their post-r~lease adjustment problems. In addition, the program 
would serve two other equally important agency priorities. First, 
the APA felt that it was important and necessary to take the lead 
among state agencies in hiring the ex-offender. Realizing the 
contradiction of encouraging other agencies and private business 
to employ former offenders when few worked for the Department of 
Cor.r.ections, the APA decided to demonstrate its commitment and 
willingness to employ ex-offenders. As Ray Giannetta, Chief 
of the Division of Parole and Community Services, explains: 

It troubled us that we were forced to rely so heavily 
on community agencies and local businesses to take 
the first step in giving the ex-offenders a chance. 
We decided that it was a natural and appropriate step 
for us to take. 
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Secondly, the 
caseloads--in 
75 parolees. 
from 50 to 60 

program was viewed as a vehic).e for reducing pa:r;ole 
1972 some Parole Officers wer~ managing caseloads of 
currently, Parole Officers manage caseloads ranging 
parolees. 

In 1971, Ray G.i annetta, then Chief of Parole Supervision, and Nick 
I) Gatz, the Supe.r:intendent of Administration and Research, developed 

the initial concepts and format of the program. Both had previ
ously been Parole Officers for many years and were convinced that 
such a program could succeed. However, recognizing that line staff 
might resist the idea of working side by side and sharing respon
sibilities with former parolees, the Parole Superintendent sought 
to create an interest on ·the part of Parole Officers in the pro
gram's success. Stimulating this interest involved three impor
tant actions by the APA: 

• unit Supervisors were requested to submit the names 
of former parolees for Aide positions. By involving 
Unit Supervisors in the hiring process, it was hoped 
that they would have a stake in their candidates and 
their successful develo'pment as Parole Officer Aides. 

• The Superintendent of Parole Supervision addressed Re
gional and Unit Supervisors explaining that the Ohio 
APA was attempting .to create an innovative, pilot pro
gram. Giannetta emPfl.:isized the uniqueness and experi
mental nature of the program, stressing that the sup
port of management would be important if the program 
were to succeed. Resentment was voiced by a minority 
who felt that "... now they're giving cons our jobs." 
However, Giannetta countered by touting the potential 
Aide as a resource for crisis situations and particularly 
difficult cases--a staff position that would assist 
regular Parole Officers in managing their own case
loads more efficiently and effectively. 

• T~!j! Project Director was chosen from existing APA staff. 
By choosing a Parole Unit Supervisor as Project Direc
tor the planners believed that the program would be 
viewed by staff as a part of the organization, not as 
a special project with alien management. 

This strategy succeeded. Initial resistance quickly faded as pa
role units began to realize that they were participating in a unique 
project, providing professional responsibilities to ex-offenders 
who also had much to offer the ABA. 
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2.3 Project Administration 

The Parole Officer Aide Program is administered by a Regional Su
pervisor in Columbus, Nick Sanborn, who, as a Unit Supervisor in 
1972, was chosen for the position because of a strong interest 
and ihvolvement in "Operation Prevention." Functioning as the 
Project Director, he is responsible for overall program supervi
sion, including hiring and training new Aides and developing all 
regulations and guidelines for the program. However, the direct 
supervision of Aides is handled by the unit Supervisors and Se
nior Parole Officers in the units. The Superintendents of Parole 
Supervision and Administration and Research, and the Chief of the 
Adult Parole Authority consult with the Project Director on any 
key policy or personnel problems. 

The Project Director exercises a flexible management control over 
the Aides, preferring that any problems or grievances be resolved 
at the unit level as they would be for any other Parole Officer. 
As Sanborn explains: 

The reason we nave POAs is to make the parole unit 
sharper, stronger, and more responsive. We want 
them to be loyal to the unit and vice versa. They 
should be loyal to the unit, not to me. 

Aides are required tc submit a monthly report on their activities 
and indicate any problems they are encountering.* This allows the 
Project Director to maintain some con'tact with the Aides and to be 
aware of their general activities. Additionally, the Project Di
rector periodically contacts Unit Supervisors and Senior Parole 
Officers supervising Aides to obtain feedback on the Aides' work. 
Their feedback serves as valuable input for the selection and 
training of new Aides. 

In the assignment of responsibilities to POAs, the program has de
veloped a flexible policy which permits unit Supervisors to exer
cise some degree of discretion. Some of the Aides perform a job 
development fUnction full-time for the entire unit, while others 
do it only for their caseloads. Some of the Aides are engaged in 
speaking assignments on a limited basis, while others are not. 

* A copy of this monthly reporting form is contained in Appen
dix A. 
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The Aides are not expected to, and in fact do not, perform any 
distinguishing role in the supervision of clients. That is, they 
do not necessarily see themselves as special advocates within the 
units for the parolees. On a spectrum of advocate to "enforce
ment-type" Parole Officer, the Aides are distributed as a group 
in a manner similar to that of a group of regular parole Officers. 
The only area where the Aides seemingly may be more advocate
oriented than Parole Officers is in securing employment for their 
clients. 

The POA is required to attend a weekly staffing meeting with the 
Senior Parole Officer ,to review all assigned cases. The cases of 
Parole Officers are also reviewed weekly, but by the unit Super
visor. However, unlike cases supervised by POs, the Senior Parole 
Officer is required to visit the homes of POA clients at least 
once a month in order to corroborate information provided by the 
POA at the weekly meeting. In all other respects, the administra
tion of the POA Program parallels the style and operations of the 
individual parole units to which each Aide is assigned. Once POAs 
are selected, trained, and assigned, the policies and procedures 
of the parole unit dominate the activities and responsibilities of 
the POA. 
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CHAPTER 3 
POA RECRUITMENT, SELECTION, AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT 

Parole Officer Aides not only perform tasks similar to regular 
Parole Officers, but can actually become Parole Officers. The 
APA realizes that to have a career, a career ladder must be es
tablished. Almost half of the project's current positions have 
been converted to civil .service status within a classification 
scheme which permits promotion to regular Parole Officer posi
tions or other positions inside the .!)epartment of Corrections. 
And ex-offenders employed as Aides are clearly in a good position 
to obtain employment on the outside. This chapter describes the 
process APA has used in recruiting, selecting, and establishing 
a career ladder for POAs. 

3.1 Recruitment 

• James A. is 
of his life 
He is now a 
since 1973. 

27 years old and has spent one third 
in prisons and reformatories. 
Parole Officer Aide and has been one 
Paroled in 1972 from the Ohio Peni-

tentiary, James was referred by his Parole Off.i
cer to a self-help therapy group at a local Y. 
James enjoyed the give and take discussions of 
the therapy group. It became a focal point in 
his life. He liked talking to people--hearing 
their experiences and sharing his troubles and 
successes. James often talked to his Parole 
Officer about his enthusiasm for this activity. 
His Parole Officer suggested that he might be 
interested in becoming an Aide. James was. 
Now he counsels others with similar problems 
and helps them deal with life outside the walls. 
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• John L. specialized in burglary. Released on paxole 
several years ago, his Parole Officer helped him 
find a well paid construction job. It was the first 
time John had ever made more money in an honest job 
and enjoyed it. Walking home from work at night, 
John noticed the neighborhood kids standing around, 
looking for something to do. He sensed they were 
heading for the same path he was trying to leave. 
Jle talked to his Parole Officer about where these 
kids were going. His Parole Officer suggested that 
he become involved in "Operation Prevention"--an APA 
speaking program to high school audiences about the 
consequences of crime. Soon John was spending al
most every spare moment he could talking to high 
school audiences. John successfully completed 
Parole and a few months later, 3t his Parole Offi
cer's suggestion, decided to become a Parole Offi
cer Aide. 

In recruiting candidat.es for Aide positions, the Parole Officer 
Aide Program looks for ex-offenders who exhibit an interest in 
the work of the Parole Authority, who have worked in community 
programs which uSe ex-offenders, and who are identified as "nat
urals" for the supportive counseling role they will play in super
vising a paroles caseload. At the present time, the program is 
experiencing no difficulty in recruiting interested and qualified 
applicants. Although there are no vacancies due to a state bud
get freeze, there is currently a backlog of approximately 200 
candidates. 

James A. and John L. were both referred to the program by their 
Parole Officers. This kind of support from r'egular Parole Offi
cers has been vital to the program's success. However, this sup
port was not immediate; it had to be won. 

The initial recruitment of Aides for the first 13 positions was 
complicated by the "newness" of the idea that ex-offenders would 
be supervising parolees. Parole Officers in many of the Units 
were skeptical about the suitability of former parolees as parole 
supervisors. The Project Director traveled to the parole district 
offices to explain the project to parole units in the area and 
attempted to create an environment of ullderstanding and enthusiasm 
for the project. As a result of this effort, and the favorable 
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reputation established by the first group of Aides, parole units 
have consistently furnished the APA with an ample supply of POA 
candidates. 

As new POA prospects are identified within the individual parole 
units, recommendations are sent to the Regional Supervisors and 
to the Project Director for approval. Qualifi.ed applicants are 
screened at the unit level, the Regional Supervisor level, and 
finally by the POA Project Director and other top administrators 
of the Adult Parole Authority. 

3.2 Selection 

Since the inception of the Parole Officer Aide Program, the fol
lowing eight criteria have been used as general guidelines in se
lecting interested applicants. Devised by the Project Director, 
these criteria are viewed as helpful but not exclusive determin
ants of an individual's capability to function as an effective 
Aide. 

• Age and maturity. Although no particular age re: 
quirements are specified, candidates in their 20's 
or older are generally preferred. It is believed 
that these individuals tend to be more mature and 
stable. At the present time, the Aides range from 
22 to 55 years, with an average age of 30. 

• Former parolee. Although parole units in Ohio do 
handle probation caseloads, the focus of the POA 
program is on having ex-parolees supervise parolees. 

• Not on parole previous si-x months and:::>teadily em
ployed. By requiring that individuals demon
strate their ability to secure or hold a job after 
parole termination, the program hoped to deter for
mer parolees who were merely seeking a job and to 
attract individuals with a strong commitment to this 
type of work. Furthermore, the ability of a parolee 
to maintain steady employment was seen as a signifi
cant mark of stability. 
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~ No major history of assaultive crimes. Individuals 
wi th a long history of ass.aulthl'e offenses and gen
erally antisocial behavior are excluded from consid
eration. (Although a number of current POAs were 
convicted of assaultive-type crimes, their total 
criminal history did not warrant their exclusion.) 

• No pending charges. Anyone facing legal charges 
is not eligible for program consideration until 
after disposition of charges. 

• Intelligence and communicative abilities. Recog
nizing that parole counseling skills are not neces
sarily learned in the classroom and that most offen
ders typically possess a low level of educational 
attainment, the program chose not to establish edu
cational requirements. However, applicants must 
demonstrate average intelligence and communicative 
abilities in the personal interviews. 

• Free of psychopathology. Although no psychological 
tests are administered to applicants, institutional 
and parole files are examined to see if the indi
vidual has previously displayed abnormal or deviant 
behavior. 

• Credit check. Applicants are not considered if 
they have major outstanding debts or are in ar
rears in child-support payments. Lack of debts 
is felt to be an important indicator of an indi
vidual's responsibility and stability. 

Interested applicants are required to complete a standard Ohio 
Civil Service Application Form which requests information on age, 
health, marital status, employment history, educational back
ground, and other standard personnel information. The applicant 
also must provide three references. Each applicant is then care
fully considered in a progression of interviews conducted by a 
Parole Officer (either the one who supervised the applicant when 
he or she was a parolee or another Parole Officer from the same 
unit), the Unit Supervisor, the Regional Supervisor, and the Proj
ect Director. 
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Typically, 'the interviewer is the applicant's former Parole Offi
cer, a person who knows him well. The Parole Officer probes for 
motivations, tests whethe.r the applicant can take the responsi
bili ty and i::onflict involved in parole supervision. After the 
interview, 1:he Parole Officer submits a detailed recommendation 
which encompasses the past--the term in prison--as well as the 
present. The recommendation is forwarded to the unit Supervisor 
and discm;SEls the applicant in relation to the following: 

• prison and parole records; 

• screening criteria; 

• nature of current employment; and 

• gleneral interpersonal and coping skills. 

Upon favorable recommendation, and if a vacancy exists, the POA 
candidate prt.::)ceeds to additional interviews with the unit Super
visor and thE~ Reg:i.onal Supervisor, each of whom may disapprove 
the candida tel , thus terminating the application procedure. These 
two intervie\';'ers focus on the applicant's capability to serve as 
a professiona.l counselor to parolees. Specifically, they look 
for a nurnberof attributes desirable for any Parole Officer posi
tion, including the followin~: 

• a common-sense understanding of the objectives 
and rationale for parole supervision; 

• general communicative "kills; 

• knowledge of community resources and ,the ability 
to use them appropriately; and 

• an understanding of how to develop a helping 
relationship. 

PO.; applicant.s approved by the Unit Supervisor and Regional Super
visor are finally interviewed by the Proje~t Director. (In some 
cases, other APA administrators with a special interest in or 
knowledge of an applicant may also conduct an interview.) The 
Project Director, who travels to the regional offices to interview 
candidates, serves as the final and decisive screener. At this 
stage, primaI'y attention is focused on determining whether the 
candidate can successfully negotiate the transition from parolee 
to parole supervisor. 
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Since one of the goals of the Parole Officer Aide Program is the 
assignment of Aides to their local neighborhoqds; the Project Di
rector also attefupts to assess the candidate's status in the com
munity. For example, individuals who are perceived as exceeding
ly passive or overbearing and authoritarian within their community 
are not considered suitable for the role of counseling and sup~r
v~s~ng peers. Additionally, the Project Director explores the. 
applicantis prison reputation; IndividUals with unfavorable repu
tations (e.g., a "snitch" or a "punk") will not be respected by 
former inmates and are not likely to develop a successful rela
tionship with parolees. Finally, the applicant's general stabili-' 
ty and maturity are also considered. Clearly, individuals who 
have been incarcerated for a long period face problems in adjust
ing to community and family living. However, if the individual 
seems concerned about his or her family and has been able to hold 
some type of employment during and after parole, the Project Di
rector will favor such an applicant. 

In defining appropriatf'- selection procedures, a conscious decision 
was made not to use psycholog~cal or intelligence tests for 
screening purposes. The Project Director was simply not convin
ced that such tests would adec~uately predict a former parolee's 
ability to fUnction as a parole counselor and supervisor. Rather, 
the project chose to rely on the judgments of parole officials 
familiar with both the parolees under consideration and the gener
al skills necessary to serve as an effective Parole Officer. The 
Project Director believes that this has proven to be a successful 
strategy and points to the fact that only four terminations have 
been necessary and one Aide has received a Governor's Commendation 
for his action in finding and recurning a stolen bank envelope 
containing $37,000. 

Since the inception of thE'~ Ohio program, 37 ex-offenders have been 
hired as Parole Officer A:Ldes. Over time, 11 Aides have termin
ated. Four were asked to terminate voluntarily because it was 
felt they were unsuited for the job (excess absenteeism, discour
teous to clients, and one felony arrest) l three Aides t.,Iere pro
moted (two to Parole Officers and one to Case Aide in a Community 
Reintegration center); and four Aides resigned to accept 0ther 
jobs outside the civil service or to enroll as full-time college 
students. 
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3.3 Career: Development 

In designing the Parole Officer Aide project, the Adult Parole 
Authority was sensitive to prevailing criticism concerning the 
lack of real job advancement opportunities within many positions 
created for the ex-offender. Consequently, steps were -taken to 
assure at least a minimum of job security and a modest career 
development program for the Aides. The original LEAA grant for 
the establishment of the POA program provided funds for 13 Aide 
positions. Though continuing funds would permit -the program to 
hire a"total of 27 Aides, program planners realized that LEAA 
fundir(g would terminate in 1977, possibly eliminating all of these 
positions. To minimiz8 this risk, APA officials worked with the 
State Department of Personnel to ensure the conversion of Aide 
slots from grant funding to civil service status withil1 the De
partment of Corrections. During the first three years of LEAA 
funding, 12 POA positions were converted to permanent civil ser
vice status. Currently, 16 of the 27 positions have been approved 
by the state; the remaining 11 filay be approved once the current 
state hiring fr~eze is lifted. 

Job Classification 

Initially ,to facilitate the transition from grant funding to 
state support, an existing civil service position waS selected to 
provide a job classification and salary level for P~role Officer 
Aides. This position--Caseworker--did not require a college de
gree: previously the series had been used exclusively fer case 
aides in the Department of Welfare and Mental Health. 

For POAs, the Caseworker series contained two levels. Aides were 
hired at the Caseworker I level at a salary of $7,238. Upon com
pletion of formal training, Aides who passed the Caseworker civil 
service examinat.ion * were promoted to Caseworker II rl3ceJ..vJ.119 cer
tification and a starting salary of $7,696. ** As an entry'-level 

• This examination was not administered to the first 13 Aides, 
since prior to the POA Program no such requirement was placed on 
Caseworkers. 

•• Certification provides an employee with permanent status in 
the civil service. Certification is obtained by pas~i'i; the ex
amination for a desired position or serving t-wo years in the. same 
position. Since there was no existing exrunination for the 
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position, the Aides were able to qualify for status as Caseworker 
II when no other civil service category within the Department of 
Corrections would have been possible given their previous work and 
-educational experiences. 

In 1975 the position of Parole Officer I, the entry-level position 
in the Parole Officer series, re~Jired a minimum of 30 college 
credits and offered a beginning salary of $8,694. As vacancies for 
Parole Officers become available, preferential consideration is 
given to applicants with appropriate qualifications who have 
passed the state civil service Parole Officer examination. Appli
cants are ranked according to a combination of test scores, edu
cation and experience. The Department of Personnel is required to 
contact applicants for vacant positions in order of their scored 
rank. Because of their lack of formal credentials, Aides were of
ten hampered in competing for promotions to Parole Officer status. 
In addition, many of the Aides hired at the start of the program 
had not received certification (Le., had not yet: passed the Case
worker civil service examination) which further impeded efforts to 
promote those Aides who were deemed eligible. To succeed in pro
moting an Aide required an elaborate amount of paperwork and labor 
on the part of the Project Director for what would normally be a 
simple procedure in the civil service system. 

Since an increasing number of POAs demonstrated an ability and 
interest in correctional work, the APA looked for a more effective 
and speedy method for enabling POA promotions. To eliminate one 
barrier to the promotion of Aides--their placement in a non
correctional civil service series--in January 1976 the APA estab
lished a special Parole Officer Aide series with four steps. Un
der this classification, POAs receive a starting salary of $8,195 
with annual 5 percent increases for four years. The new series 
falls directly under the normal Parole Off;i;cer classificati.on. 
In addition, the job description and requirements for Parole Offi
cer I have been reclassified to expedite the promotion of eligible. 
Aides at any point in time. A college background is no longer re
quired. Instead, experience and knowledge in counseling, complet
ing forms, and governmental organizations may be SUbstituted. 

Caseworker series, the Adult Parole Authority in conjunction with 
the Department of Administrative Services created a Caseworker 
examination designed especially for the Parole Officer Aides. 
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Since an Aide will obviously pcissess this knowledge, promotions 
may now occur at any time after completion of the required civil 
service probationary period. The generation of this new civil 
service series not only provides the Aides lvith a greater degree 
of credibility within the Department of Corrections but places 
them in a position to be considered as qualified competitors with 
other certified candidates awaiting Parole Officer vacancies. 

Educational Leave 

The Ohio civil service system allows employees ten hours of paid 
educational leave a week. The APA has strongly encouraged Aides 
to take advantage of this educational policy. This commitment 
to the career development of the POAs has been well used during 
the past three years. APA records indicate that of the 37 per
sons in the program to date, 26 have made some educational gain 
after their employment. Five have finished high school, 18 
have worked on college degrees, one has received a college degree 
while in the program and two are working toward graduate degrees. 

The Parole Officer Aide Program's strategy of encouraging paid 
educational leave and establishing a separate Parole Officer Aide 
series to facilitate career advancement for Aides is clearly an 
important accomplishment. In the final analysis the establish
ment of an effective career l&dder system depends solely on the 
type of system defining the Parole Officer position and the goals 
of the agency sponsoring the POAs. Even in a system which employs 
the method of direct appointments, a career ladder can be realis
tic as long as the appointing authority is sympathetic to the 
goals of the program. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TRAINING 

The training provided to Parole Officer Aides consists of both 
formal training and a period of on-the-job training and super
vision. The projec-t. has encouraged Unit supervisors and other 
Parole Officers to assist in developing the skills of Aides and 
in promoting the interests and abilities of those Aides who dem
onstrate an interest in pursuing careers within the field of cor
rections. This commitmentt.o the needs and interests of individ
ual Aides has governed the development and implementation of the 
Parole Officer Aide training program. 

4.1 Training Program Development and Design 

Currently the training provided to new recruits in Ohio's Parole 
Officer Aide Program has two major components. First, newly-hired 
Aides participate in a 40-hour formal insb:uctional sequence of
fered to hew Parole Officers at Ohio's Correctional Training 
Academy. Secondly, Aides must complete a 6-month probationary 
period (a standard requirement for all Ohio Civil servants) of 
on-the-job training wi-thin the Unit to which they are assigned. 

Though formal FOA training is currently restricted to the same 
pre-service program offered to regular Parole Officers, in the 
early stages of the project,two special programs were implemen
ted to introduce POA recruits to the parole system. In August, 
1972, the first 13 Aides recruited by the APA were involved, pri
or to their deployment in the field, in a two-week (80-hour) Sem
inar together with their future supervisors. Dur ingthe first 
week, speakers from the Adult Parole Authority discussed the 
philosophy, goals and objectives of the POA Program, the use of 
community resources, and parole theory as it relates to the com-
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munity. The second week was devoted to discussions of various 
models of communications with an emphasis on team building and 
practical planning. 

Based on this initial training experience, the APA found that a 
broad, theoretical training approach was not entirely appropriate 
for the POA position. Rather, POAs appeared to need more rigor
ous, tailored instruction in four primary areas: 

• the policiesi procedures and philosophy ot parole 
supervision and of the POA Program itself; 

• the relationship between the Uni't Supervisor acd 
the POA, and between the Aide and his or her client; 

• the fundamentals of interviewing and counselingj and 

• the basic skills of reading and writing. 

In response to these needs, the APA designed a revised and expand
ed (160-hour) training course. This course, administered in 1973 
to the second wave of 12 POA recruits, was based on two key con
sideration.s. First, it was recognized that a group of 'OOAs is 
likely to contain persons with broader differences in experience 
and skills than a comparable group of newly hired Parole Officers. 
To accommodate these individual differences, the new POA training 
program emphasized individualized learning. 

Second, the 160-hour course design recognized that the average 
POA was not accustomed to academic-style instruction. Hence the 
new program became more sensitive to the problems of pacing and 
format by encouraging trainee participation through exercises in~ 
volving "learning-by-doing. H 

The final goals established for the revised POA training program 
wer~ comparable to the objectives which might be set for any pa
role officer training effort: 

• to develop the communication skills necessary to 
work effectively with the parolee, the Parole 
Officers, the Unit Supervisor, other personnel 
within the criminal justice system, and outside 
resources and programs; 
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• to establish a productive "team relationship" with 
the unit Supervisor, allowing the Aide to function 
independently with normal superviso~y support; and 

• to develop a thorough knowledge of the policies 
and procedures of the Department and the APA's 
philosophy of parole supervision. 

To meet these objectives, Aides were also expected to acquire the 
same specific skills and knowled',)8 required of a Parole Officer. 
In addition to developing the ability to complete various re
quired reports (Placement Reports, Progress Reports, etc.), each 
trainee was expected to become thoroughly familiar with. the fol
lowing sUbjects: 

• the structure and function of the Department of 
Rehabilitation and Correction, including the 
Adult Parole Authority; 

• an overview of the criminal justice system; 

• the state personnel benefits applicable to POA 
needs; 

• the community reSources in the POA's assigned 
area, and the entrance requirements of each 
organization; 

• different couns.::!ling approaches appropriate for 
dealing with probationers or parolees; 

• issues to consider in supervising parolees of a 
different racial group; and 

• the substantive points of law as covered in H.B. 511 
(the Ohio code governing the operation of the 
Department of Corrections and, subsequently, the 
Adult Parole Authority). 

In establishing a clear notion of what specific activities might 
be included in POA training that are not taken into consideration 
when training regular Parole Officers, the APA conducted a care
ful needs assessment among staff who could best define the expec
tations which would be placed on POAs. The assessment--which in
volved interviews with APA administrators as ~.,.ell as regular pas-
resulted in the specification of a number of activities and per
sonal attributes important to the POA function. These included 
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the following: 

• conducting meaningful counseling interviews; 

• establishing rapport with the parolee and mem-
bers of the community; 

• identifying and developing commlmity resources; 

• writing and speaking clearly; 

• handling authority and lsaying "no" when necessary; 

• making decisions, developing treatment plans, and 
communicating with the client; 

• maintaining objectivity; and 

• dealing with law enforcement officials and other 
criminal justice personnel. 

Specific training activities related to leach of these requirements 
were incorporated in the training curricc.l.ltutl described below. 

4.2 Curriculum and Training Approach 

Personnel training for the Department l~f Eehabili tation and Cor
rection is mainly provided by the Ohio Correctional Academy. 
Opened in 1970, and staffed by two full-time professionals, the 
Academy is the site for a wide range of: regular programs as well 
as special sessions and workshops. AP1, I S own full-time training 
coordinator developed the training prosrram for 'the second wave of 
POA recruits and arranged their 4 weeks of residence a't the Acade
my. The APA coordinator also assumed primary teaching responsibil
ities, although special guest lecturers and seminars were arranged. 

since the previous SO-hour course had demonstrated the inadequacy 
of an academic teaching approach, methods for the l60-hour course 
included a combination of "learning-by-doing" exercises, large 
group discussions, field trip observations, and lectures. And, 
consistent with the results of the needs assessment, the curric
ulum, summarized in Figure 3, reflected a substantial concern for 
developing Aides' basic communication and basic education skills. 
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Figure 3 
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Since one of the pr imary functions of parole personnel is to cou.n
sel the newly-released offender, familiarizing POAs with various 
counseling techniques was considered a major function of the Aide 
training program. The Ohio Adult Parole Authority generally draws 
on four basic counseling approaches: Rogers' Client-center Ap
proach, Williamson's Directive Approach, Glasser's Reality Thera
py (Rational Authority) Approach, and Carkhuff's Facilitative 
Approach. An Eclectic Model (selecting a mixed approach based on 
need) is also considered as a method of dealing with various types 
of clients and situations. 

In the Aides' training program, the facilitative approach received 
primary emphasis. Briefly, this te9hnique stresses the need for 
the parole supervisor to open channels of communication by en
couraging the parolee to express emotions and by responding with 
understanding. * The major strength of teaching this approach to 
POAs is that it relies on their innate empathy for the feelings 
of the parolee. Since the APA realized that it was unrealistic 
to expect the POA to emerge from the training course with more 
than a rudimentary knowledge of counseling techniques, emphasis 
on this approach allowed the POAs simply to build upon their ex·· 
isting understanding of the parolee's ::.;ituation. 

The following outline sumnlarizes the major topics covered in the 
counseling section of the POA training program. Additional de
tail on the contents of each of these topics is contained in Ap
pendix B. 

I. Introduction: What do you know about counseling? 

A. Communication Skills 
B. Attending, Responding, Initiating Skills 

II. .?>pproaches and Theoretical Background 

A. Client-centered, Rogers 
B. Directive, Williamson 
C. Facilitative, Carkhuff 
D. Reality Therapy, Glasser (Rational Authority) 

* See R.R. Carkhuff, Helping and Human Relations: A primer for 
Lay and Professiona.1. Helpers. New York: Holt, Rinehart, and 
Winston, 1969. 
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ITI. An Eclectic Model of Counseling 

Focus on alternative methods of dealing with various 
types of clients and situations. 

IV. Group Counseling 

A. Mutual Concern Groups 

1. Job seeking skills 
2. Living skills 

B. Personal-Social Skills Groups 

1. Forming groups 
2. Establishing rules for groups 
3. Group leadership 
4. Open-ended groups 

C. Therapy Groups 

v. Questions and Open Discussion 

To date, the four-week program described here has been adminis
tered only once--to the second wave of POA recruits. since that 
time, only two new Aides have been hired to fill vacancies due 
to turnover and promotion. Though these recruits were placed in 
the standard one-week Parole Officer program, the basic goals of 
the four-week training sequence have been retained in a six-month 
in-service training program. This training period, described in 
the following section, applies to all new Parole Officer Aides. 

4.3 On·the.Job Training 

According to the APA, the most valuable learning period for the 
POA consists of on-the-job training (OJT). Each POA operates un
der the close supervision of a Unit Supervisor £;0:' a full six 
months. This period also constitutes a probationa~y period for 
the Aide. During the six months of on-the-job training, Aides 
are introduced to local police, cc;,:,...t and sC/.::ial service person
nel, and gradually assume caseload assignments and other respon
sibilities. The POA must exhibit a grasp of a number of skill 
and knowledge areas. Each POA and Unit Supervisor is guided in 
the OJT effort by a checklist of "Established Training Needs at 
the Unit Level" (Figure 4). The checklist not only covers basic 
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knowledge areas (e.g., philosophy of corrections, the criminal 
justice system, legal aspects of probation and. parole) but also 
specifies skill areas that the POA must master. Such skill areas 
inclu&e investigative techniques, counseling, and basic public 
relations with the community and other criminal justice agencies. 
In addition, each POA'is required to perform a limited literature 
review and keep up with two or thri"e nationally recognized peri
odicals in the field of corrections. The structure of the on-the
job training program varies from parole unit to parole unit. In 
some instances, the Unit Supervisor may choose to establish spe
cific goals for the POA. In other instances, training activities 
may be defined by needs mutually arrived at by the Supervisor and 
the Aide during weekly staff meetings. The availability of the 
checklist, howeVer, insures that the on-the-job training experi
ence will not collapse into a period of "technical probation," 
where the Aide really performs regular job responsibilities with 
no special supervision and simply waits for the probationary per
iod to end. 

The training coordinator for the APA follows up on each of the 
Unit Supervisors who have been assigned POAS. At the end of the 
probationary period, the Unit Supervisor is required to review 
the checklist with the POA, define any training needs which have 
been unmet, and take positive steps to correct deficiencies in 
the POA's on-the-job training program. To date, no POA has 
failed to complete the probationary period. Like the APA, Aides 
consider this period critical to their understanding of their 
job requirements. 

" 
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Figure 4 
Checklist for Establishing Training Needs 

at the unit Level 

I. Philosophy of Corrections: Explain the difference between 
these four types. 

A. Reintegration 
B. Rehabilitation 
C. Reform 
D. Restraint 

II. Overview of Criminal Justice, System: Explain court system/ 
functions, and jurisdictions of the following: Emphasize 
how a case normally flows from arrest through convictions. 

A. Municipal Court 
B. Grand Juries 
C. Common Pleas Courts 
D. Appellate Courts 
E. State Supreme Court 
F. Federal Court System 
G. Legal Terminology, i.e. bonds, Nolle Prosequi, 

Bound-over, various writs, affidavits, etc. 

III. Overview'of the Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections: 

A. Discuss the new structure of the Adult Parole Au
thority. 

B. Explain 'the duties and responsibilities of line and 
management staff. 

IV. Legal Aspects of Probation and Parole: 

A. Arrest Procedures 
1. Show how to correctly handcuff, or place re-

straints on a subject. 
2. Transportation of prisoners 
3. Follow-up reports 
4. State the Department's policy on gWl control and 

its use. 
B. Review the New Criminal Code, H.B. 511 and drug 

s,tatutes. 
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C. Explain the duties and functions of 
1. Parole Board 
2. Review Officers 
3 . Fux lough 

D. Explain the Morrissey Case, and the Gagnon vs. 
Scarpelli Discussion. 

V. Investigative Techniques: 

A. Identify methods of obtaining information. 
B. Review methods of interviewing witnesses and re

cording information. 
C. Articulate methods of interviewing defendants or 

suspects. 
D. Plan an investigation. 
E. Court Records: 

1. Explain where and how to find various informa
tion pertaining to affidavits, warrants, dis
positions, indictments, journal entries, etc., 
i.e., prosecutor's office, grand-jury secre
taries, court clerks, etc. 

2. Use juvenile court records when available. 
F. Law Enforcement Agency Records: 

1. Explain how to locate information pertaining 
to past records (I.D. Bureaus), warrants, N.C. 
I.C., confidential arrest reports, etc. 

G. Personal Conduct: 
1. Stress proper conduct with regard to interper

sonal relationships with clients, clients' 
families, agency staff members, etc., stressing 
courtesy, judgment and emotional control. 

VI. Community Resources 

A. Identify the Community Resources in your area. 
Include State and Private agencies. 

B. Find out the qualifications necessary for ent~y 
into a Community Resource. 

C. Emphasize the importance of a follow-up placement 
procedure for a Community Resource. 
1. List procedures necessary for this follow-up. 

VII. Parole and Probation Officers Manual: Review the pertinent 
information for daily procedures. Such procedures include: 

A. Daily activity sheets 
B. Daily supervision plan 
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1. Case10ad management 
2. Block supervision 

C. Expense reports 
D. Field Officer book 
E. Case card controls 

1. Explain the use and purpose of master cards, 
officer cards, and follow-up cards. 

F. Inter-officer regulation 
G. Statistics 

1. Define the terms "movement in" and "movement 
out" categories. 

2. Explain hOlv to prepare monthly statistical 
sheet. 

3. Emphasize the importance of recording incoming 
and outgoing cases when they occur. 

H. Dictating Procedures 
1. Preparedness 

a. Explain why case staffing is necessary and 
what will be expected. 

b. Emphasize the importance of dictating a 
case before the day the report is due. 

2. Dictating to a secretary or dictating machine 
a. Explain how to prepare notes, information, 

etc. 
b. Explain the necessity for spelling out long 

words, names, etc. and indicate how many 
copies are needed at beginning of report. 

VIII. Explain Purpose, Format, and Follow-up Procedures for: 

A. Probation 
1. Presentence reports 
2. First visit reports 
3. Arrest reports 
4. Progress reports 
5. Transfer reports 
6. Transfer acceptance reports 
7. Close of interest reports 
8. Special investigative reports 
9. Probation violation reports 

10. PV supplement reports 
11. Arrest suPPlement reports 
12. Partial presentence reports 

B. Parole Reports 
1. Parole violation 
2. Parole/probation supplements 
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a. short form 
b. narrative 

3. Transfer 
4. Transfer invE~stiga tion 
5. Arrest 
6. Arrest supplements 
7. Progress 
8. First visit 
9. Release 

10. Special 
J.1. Investigation 
12. Pre parole hearing 
13. Placement investigation 
14. Communication investigation reports 

C. Out of State report for Parole: 
1. Plac~ment 

2. Transfer 
3. Transfer rejection 
4. Progress 

D. Explain prescription Parole, emphasizing the 
following points: 
1. Diagnosis 
2. Planning 
3. Case consultant 
4. Team planning 
5. Contract supervision 
6. Surveillance 

E. Explain Contract Parole, and the value of: 
1. Developing realistic goals 
2. Setting short and long range goals 

IX. Emphasize Basic Public Relations: 

A. Courts 
B. Law enforcement q.gencies 
C. Community agencies 
D. Use of the APA pWJlic relations manual 

X. Explain the Following Counseling Approaches: 

A. Direct 
B. Indirect 
C. Group 
D. Individual 
E. Eclectic 

XI. Review the Department of Personnel Procedures for: 

A. Vacation, sick leave, general benefits 
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B. Probationary period 
C. Educational program 
D. Other pertinent information 

XII. Review New Policies, Procedures, or Guidelines Necessary
for Adequate Completion of Assigned Duties. 

XIII. Review of Current Literature in the Criminal Justice System 

1. List 2 or 3 national standard setting organi
zations, their periodicals and journals and 
other leading periodicals. 

Officer , has successfully completed all 
(name) 

these objectives on ----(date) 

Signature of Parole/Probation 
Officer 
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CHAPTER 5 
OPERATIONS 

The primary funotion of Parole Offioer Aides is oaseload super
VlSlon. This inoludes a range of aotivities normally expected of 
any Parole Officer--maintaining the neoessary supervisory contaots 
with parolees, looating any required social servioes, conducting 
home visits and a~sisting parolees with their emplo~nent needs. 
In faot, sinoe POAs are more often assigned multiple problem 
cases, the proportion of their time allooated -to oase management 
fUnotions generally exoeeds that of the regular Parole Officer. 
This ohapter desoribes the various roles of the POA, noting the 
major distinotions between the responsibilities of Parole Offi
oers and Aides. 

5.1 AP A Philosophy of Parole Supervision 

Parole Offioer Aides are required to provide "supervision com
parable to the supervision of professional. offioers."* In Ohio, 
this means beooming involved in the parolee's life. It means 
getting to know the parolee's family, beooming friends with his 
friends, and winning the support and confidenoe of -the parolee's 
boss. 

The Adult Parole Authority provides four basio supervisory guide
lines for Parole Officers: 

• Parole supervision requires that the parolee make 
every effort to seek and maintain regular employment. 

Operational Guidelines for Parole Offioer Aides, Ohio Adult 
Parole Authority, August 15, 1972. 
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When necessary, the Parole Officer should help the 
parolee to obtain and hold a job. In cases where 
a parolee is placed in a position of trust in handling 
an employer's funds, the employer must be notified of 
the parolee's parole status. 

• Parole supervision requires that every Parole Officer 
provide all assistance possible to deVelop harmonious 
family and interpersonal relationships. 

• Each Parole Officer should assist in the control of 
the parolee's behavior in order to reduce conflict 
with the community and its law. 

• Parole supervision requires that the Parole Officer be 
available for consul tat.ion on personal problems as they 
arise and attempt to arrange medical and psychological 
treatment when required. 

The Adult Parole Authority has developed an additional unwritten 
set of guidelines governing parole r.upervision. Essentially, 
these informal rules represent the organization's philosophical 
approach toward effecting successful parole termination. The 
Parole Officer is encouraged to establish extensive contacts with 
the family, friends and employer of the parolee. Awareness and 
sensitivity to the parolee's ,daily environment allow the Parole 
Officer to anticipate and cope effectively with any problems that 
may arise during the parole' period. Moreover, field contacts are 
intended to enable the Officer to understand and appreciate the 
difficulties a parolee may confront in re-entering the community. 
Parole Officer Aides are expected to perform their duties in a 
similar fashion. 

5.2 Restrictions on Parole Officer Aides 

In desi~nLlg the POA klrogram, the Adult Parole Authority was con
strained in the assignment of duties to Aides by certain state 
and Federal laws. ohio has found, however, that restrictions on 
ex-felons do not hinder Aides from performing equivalent supe)',
vision to Parole Officers. For example, Parole Officers may carry 
guns, POAs may not. But supervision at gunpoint is hardly the 
idea. So in practic~ this Federal restriction is immaterial. In 
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addition, Aides cannot make arrests or transport arrested offend
ers. Again, from the viewpoint of personally and positively in
tervening in a client's life, these powerS are beside the point. 
If arrests must be made, the POA can p,asily get help. These pro
gram restrictions are based on the following statutory 1imita·
tions: 

• Aides are not permitted to own or carry firearms. 
Federal law prohibits ex-felons from possessing a 
firearm unless a special license is obtained. 
Parole Officers in Ohio may carry firearms " ... 
in the discharge of their duties in apprehending, 
taking into custody, or transporting to a place 
of confinement" parole violators. * Since Parole 
Officer Aides are not permitted to carry firearms, 
they are also not involved in the normal law en
forcement activities of the Parole Officer. This 
prohibition is relatively unimportant in Ohio, 
since many of the Parole Officers also refrain from 
carrying firearms and rely on the assistance of reg
ular law enforcement agencies. 

• Aides are not permitted to make an arrest. The en
abling legislation for the Adult Parole Authority 
specifies that only regular Parole Officers may 
" ... arrest any person who may have violated the 
conditions of parole. "** Consistent with the above 
prohibition, the Aides rely on the assistance of 
other Parole Officers or law enforcement officers 
in instances where an arrest must be made. 

• Aides have no authority to transport an arrested 
offender. As cited previously, the enabling legis
lation prohibits the Aides from becoming involved 
in the transport of parole violators. Again, this 
poses no difficulty for the Aides since assistance 
is always available. 

In addition to the statutory limitations, the Parole Officer Aide 
Program has made one further restriction on the activities of the 

** 

Ohio State Code 5149.05. 

Ohio State Code 5149.05. 
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Aides: Aides are not pel'm.itted to sign a technical parole viola
t.ion repol't. This rule waS imposed in r~sponse to two factors. 
First; technically (under Ohio law) only Parole Officers can sup
ervise parolees.* Hence, Parole officer Aides should not have 
the pO\'ler ·to complete violation reports on parolees. Second, a 
decision was made by the POA Project Director to involve Aides as 
little as possible in the investigatory aspects of parole super
vJ.Sl.on. Not only was it felt ·that the Aides' time should be spent 
in counseling and related activities, but since Aides were pro
hibited from participating in violation arrests there was little 
point in allowing them to conduct invest.i..gations or sign techni
cal parole violation reports. CUrrently, Aides may be involved 
in draf·ting portions of the parole violation report if the parol
ee is on their caseload and they have intimate knowledge of the 
case. However, Aides do not sign the document. 

Aside from these limitations, the Aides are truly perceived as 
professional parole officials by their co-workers. A Regional 
Supervisor Once needed to have the payroll for several units 
hand-delivered because of a mailing delay and asked a "Parole 
Officer" who had just finished meeting with him to deliver i·t. 
It was not until 'I:.he "Parole Officer" had left that the Regional 
Supervisor bemusedly recalled that he was all Aide Who had a long 
history of check forgery! However f as the Regiona.l Supervisor 
explained! flAdministrators and Parole Officers alike see Aides 
as equal professionals \'-lith equal skills. '.r.here's no difference 
in what we can do versus what they can do." 

5.3 Assignment of Cases 

The assignment of parolee cases to an Aide occurs in the same 
manner as caSes assigned to Parole Officers. Opon a posit:ive 
decision by the Parole Board for an inmate' s r(~lease, a Parole 
Placement Request is m.:tiled from the institution to the appropri
ate Unit Supervisor. Aft(~r careful consideration by the unit 
Supervisor, the placement investigation is assigned to a Parole 

*' Ohio State code 5149.04 states that "Persons paroled or con
ditionally pardoned shall be under jurisdiction. of the adult par
ole authority and shall be supervised by the parole supervision 
section through its staff of parole and its officers ... " 
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Officer em the basis of geographical ter:dtory (e.g. ( a particu:lar 
block or section of town), caseload, and specialit~y. Once a Par'" 
ole Officer is '::1iven a placement investigation it uS\.1ally consti
tutes assignment: of the case. The cases assigned to Aides for 
superv;Ls;Lon aretechr.Lcally assigned to a Senior Parole Officer r 
since Aides are restricted by statute front supervising parolees. 

Procedurally, there is no difference in the way POAs and Parole 
Officers are assigned C?ses. Substantively, there I s an :Lmportant 
shade of difference. Unit Supervisors follow a policy oj: channel
;\.n9 heavier loads of multiple problem cases to the ::OA tlaam. 
Mul tiple problem cases are those parolees wit:h chronic social andl 
or behavioral difficul ties--usualJ.y evidenced by prior failures to 
readjust to life outside prison. The classification of multiple 
problem is a term developed by the Adult. Parole Authority to dis
tinguishthose cases that require intensive supervisioh and ser
vices. Generally, these Cases would be assigned ,to Part::)le Offi
cers with several years experien(;e. However, Parole Officer Aides 
ar(;) given these cases in t:.:t.rt because traditional pa:r.ole service 
has been or is l.ikelyto be unsuccessful, in the judgmen't of the 
Uni t SupE!l:"visor. The Superintendent of Parole Supervision has en
co'uraged Unit SuperviSors to assi9n multiple problem parolees to 
Aides based on the belief that an Aide possesses tlmore insight 
and compassion--he's probably experienced hUnger} rejection and 
loneliness which a middl(;)-class, educated Parole Officer has not 
and cannot cross 'that barrier." 

Onoe ali Aide has received a Parole Plaoement Request/ he must con
duct an investigation of ,the inmate's proposed living plan in re
lation to the following criteria: 

.. physicaJ facilities of the home; 

• family relationship and attitudes; 

.. adverse factors in the honlei 

• willingness; sincerity and financial resOUrces of 
relatives or benefaotorsi 

• 

• 
• 

type of home environmenti 

potential (in the home and neighborhood) for re
establishing oriminal conduoti 

availability of employment: or employment prospeots; 

proximity to other ex-offenders or former peers; 
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• criminal and police records of persons living in 
home; and 

• attitudes of law-enforcement authorities and others. 

A placement plan report is subsequently submitted to the Senior 
Parole Officer and Unit Supervisor for final approval.* Once the 
POA's evaluation is approved by the Senior Parole Ofiicer and Unit 
Supervisor, the inmate is released to become a client of the Aide. 

5.4 Job Responsibilities of Parole Officer Aides 

Based on Ohio Civil Service job descriptions, Figure 5 illustrates 
the relative distribution of Parole Officer and Parole Officer 
Aide time by major job functions. As the exhibit indi.cates, a 
significant amount of a regular Parole Officer's time is spent 
in investigatory and law enforcement-related activities. Though 
POAs do not perfonn these functions, they are more extensively 
involved in public appearances and support activities (seeking 
out specific social services for the parolee, providing trans
portation to job interviews, responding to parolees' emergency 
medical needs). 

It is important to note that each parole unit maintains a flexible 
policy regarding the assignment of duties to the Parole Officer 
Aides; thus t.he chart provides only a general indication of spe
cific time allocations. In fact, a study conducted in 1974 by the 
Ohio Civil Service Commission noted that Aides estimated they 
spent fully 60% of their time in caseload supervision. The spec··· 
ific activities associated wirh each of the POA's defined functions 
are described below. 

* A sample placement plan is included in Appendix C. 
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Figure 5 
PO and POA Time by Function 

-------'----, JOB TITLE I I 
FUNCTION~ 

I I PAROLE 
PAROLE m'FICER I OFFICER AIDE 

~ ...... 

Caseload Supervision 30% 30% 

Job Development and 
Related Activities 10% 15% 

I 
Speaking Engagements 

I and Public Relations 8% 20% 

Support Activities -- 25% 

In· stigative and Law 
Enforcement Activities 42% --

Miscellaneous· 10% 10% 

i I TOTAL 100% 100% 

I 

, .,; 
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Case Supervision 

Soon after his release, the parolee is visited by the POA, who 
has several objectives in his mind. He explains the rules and 
conditions of parole and probes to discover what special services 
the parolee needs. These may range from financial help or job
finding assistance to participation in Alcoholics Anonymous. 
The Aide then reviews the facts with the Senior Parole Officer and 
they classify the case into one of four supervision categories: 

1. Haximum. According to the definitions of the APA, a 
parolee placed. in this classification is known to show 
little or no respect for the law, is unwilling to work, 
has a poor self-concept, is emotionally weak, and pos
sesses a hostile disposition. Such a person requires 
close supervision in order to detect, as early as pos
sible, improper conduct or the need for assistance. 

An Aide assigned a maximum supervision case must en
gage in a minimum of three personal contacts a. month 
with the parolee, two of which must be in the home. 
In addition, other colla·teral field contac.ts are nec
essary. These contacts include visits by the Aide to 
the parolee's employer, relatives and friends to gain 
other perspectives on the parolee's behavior. Because 
the maximum supervision client usually is a multiple 
problem case as well, counseling and assistance by the 
POA is often supplemented by the services of other 
agencies in the community·, such as psychiatric agen
cies, drug or alcoholism services and intensive job 
counseling. Thus, the POA takes on the role of advo
cate and service broker. 

2. Hedium. Hedium supervision is for parolees no longer 
needing maximum supervision and for parolees who have 
been under minimum supervision but are deemed to Joe in 
need of more intensive guidance. Typical attributes 
of medium cases include an extensive criminal history, 
low income, unstable family situation and unsatisfac
tory ]:"e-adjustment to life outside the inst.itution 
and excessive dependence on others. 

The Aide supervising a medium case is not dealing with 
someone possessing an overt, defiant criminal attitude, 
but rather one who needs the counsel and close support 
of the Aide in order to become better adjusted. This 
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type of parolee requires a ml.nl.mllm of two home visits 
by ~he Aide per month, as well as a good deal of lob
bying by the Aide on the parolee's behalf in the com
munity. with help, the medium supervision case is 
likely to adjust satisfactorily. Thus the Aide will 
di,s·courage the parolee from going back to old hang
outs, from associating with former friends who might 
be negative influences. As the parolee shows evidence 
of improvement, the intensity of the POA's interven
tion may decline. 

3. Minimum. Minimum supervision parolees are those who 
have achieved a measure of stability in their family 
and personal lives, have a good work record, are law
abiding, have only a minor or brief criminal history, 
and who have a good self-concept. Such parolees will 
have proven by their conduct and performanc€l. that they 
will not violate parole. Aides supervising such cases 
conduct an office visit once a month and a home visit: 
every other month. However, few POAs in Ohio have 
been assigned to many minimum supervision cases. 

4. Extended. Extended supervision cases are those in
volving life sentences. After two years of satisfac
tory adjustment in one of the above categories (usual
ly minimum), parolees are considered for quarterly 
supervision. After three years, home visits are re
duced to once every six months. Five years of satis
factory conduct entitles them to final release. 

Again, few Aides have been assigned with any frequency 
to extended supervision cases. 

Each Parole Officer Aide handles an average of 30 parolees at any 
one time. In the first year of program operation, the ini·tial ten 
cases assigned to each Aide were taken from existing Parole Offi
cer caseloads in the same unit. These ten cases were multiple 
problem cases, in need of intensive care and supervision. The 
other 20 cases were, for the most part, typical "maximum" and 
"medium" cases. In the two subsequ.ent years of opGration, Aides 
have been receiving parolees with more extensive criminal records 
and commi tment histories I as \-Iell as more previous adult convic
tions. Thus, although POAs do not carry the regular PO caseload 
of 50 or more parolees, their cases often require a greater ex
penditure of time and effort. 
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In Ohio, POAs spend roughly four days per week in the field, 
visiting clients, broadening job contacts, soliciting help from 
other community agencies, and so forth. 'rhe f"ifth, "dictation 
day," is spent at the unit office, where the Aide together with 
the Senior Parole Officer reviews cases and discusses problems. 
(Parole Officers follow a similar schedule except that their cases 
are reviewed by the unit Supervisor). In addition, Aides are res
ponsible for sUbmitting quarterly client progress reports to the 
Unit Supervisor, countersigned by the Senior Parole Officer. The 
Aide is also expected to report all violations of parole, and, 
when necessary/ to help write the parole violation report. In 
the event of a parole violation hearing involving his or her 
client, the POA is present as a witness. 

Job Development 

Despite the fact that employment is generally considered crucial 
to an inmate's successful transition from institution to community, 
parole agencies are often ill-equipped to provide employment ser
vices. 

Recognizing the difficulties an ex-offender faces in securing 
employment, the Adult Parole Authority has encouraged parole units 
to maintain job development as well as job referral functions. As 
the City Commission on Human Rights, City of New York, recommended 
in its 1972 report on "The Employment Problems of Ex-Offenders": 

It is questionable whether any referral system 
alone will suffice. Job development appears to 
be essential. And this would probably be best op
erated by a staff with a high commitment to and 
understanding of the ex-offender and his particu
lar problems. Ex-offenders need advocates who can 
cut through the layers of prejudice and suspicion, 
and here is a logical role for ex-offenders th6m
selves, as well as those trained in criminology 
and manpower problems. 

Typically, a Parole Officer performs the following kinds of ser-' 
vices to aid clients seeking employment: 

• solicits potential employers to hire ex-offenders; 

• maintains a list of employers who hire or indicate 
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a willingness to hire ex-offenders; and 

• maintains contact with local employment agencies. 

Through these functions, the Parole Officer is generally able -to 
match employee needs to known job possibilities or available slots 
in vocational training programs. But the POA goes further because 
he is a living example of a productively-employed ex-offender. 
For a prospective employer, there are no more convincing arguments 
for the parolee than the personal history of the POA. As far as 
job counseling goes, the POA knows what it takes to overcome the 
prejudice of the "straightll world, and he can spell it out in 
terms the ex-offender understands. 

Since the Aides supervise a smaller number of parolees, they are 
available to spend more time actively :soliciting potential employ
ers, and often act as informal job dev\:!lopers for an entire unit. 
The Adult Parole Authority believes that Aides can be particular
ly effective in convincing employers that an ex-offender can per
form a job as well as any other individual. Employers who display 
reluctance to consider hiring ex-offenders may be impressed by the 
fact that a corrections agency representative is an ex-offender. 

Aides will often serve as general job counselors to parolees under 
that unit's supervision. ~or example, Aides may interview parol
ees concerning their vocational aspirations and provide general 
guidance regarding interview appearance and manner. Additionally, 
Aides will drive parolees to interviews and sometimes assist them 
in the first few days of adjusting to a new job. 

Parole units maintain extensive contacts with the Bureau of Em
ployment Service (BES). In the urban areas, one Parole Officer 
or Aide is designated to serve as a formal contact. This individ
ual will work with the ex-offender division of BES in sharing 
knowledge about job opportunities and training programs. A ~ew 
parole units have one officer who serves as a fIlII-time employment 
specialist, working with the BES and other agencies. 

Another means the APA has used to publicize the hiring of ex
offenders has been meetings with local business clubs and labor 
groups. Generally, a Parole Officer and Aide will attend to ex
plain the benefits of hiring ex-offenders and to dispel any pre-
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judices that employers may hold. Again, the APA feels that Aides 
can be particularly effective in a presentation of this kind. 

To facilitate the task of developing jobs and maintaining communi
ty contacts, the APA has made an effort to place Aides in parole 
units in their home communities. In 1974, the APA reported that 
POAs were directly responsible for the employment of 275 parolees. 
Although comparable figures are not available for Parole Officers, 
the Ohio State evaluation indicated that Aide supervisors con
sistently ranked POAs better at placing their clients in jobs 
than were their Parole Officer counterparts. 

Speaking Engagements 

Part of the original program design called for Parole Officer 
Aides to perform both crime preventive cmd public relations func
ti9ns by speaking to inmates at pre-release meetings, and to 
school students and civic groups. Ohio correctional institutions 
hold monthly meetings for those inmates about to be released on 
parole. The active participation by POAs has proved to be an 
effective means of stimulating the inmates' at'tention and provid
ing a tangible demonstration that not all parole personnel come 
from radically different backgrounds than those of the inmates. 

A subsidiary POA function has been to give talks to high school 
assemblies and civic groups. These generally include three com
ponents: 

• introduction by a Parole Officer and explanation 
of the purposes of parole supervision; 

• presentation by a Parole Officer Aide, discussing 
his criminal experiences, the consequences of crim
inal activity; rehabilitation; and the goals of 
the POA project; and 

• question and answer session. 

These talks--delivered by most Aides several time a month--are 
intended to increase program visibility and credibility. Depend
ing on the audience reached, they also serve to provide guidance 
to youth, or to help break down employer resistance to hiring ex
offenders. 
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Support Activities 

A fourth job responsibility of Parole Officer Aides .is to provide 
internal support in each of the units. This rosponsibility in
volves a number of formal and informal tasks. Since the project's 
inception, for example, Aides have beGn considered an indispens
able special reSource at the unit level. They are now utilized 
at staff meetings to lead discussions on a range of topics related 
to parolee services and casework.. Acting essentially as counsel
ors to Parole Officers, P02\s can provide first-hand insights into 
parolee problems, apprehensions, and occupational capClbilities. 

Parole Officer Aides are also expected to be more sensitive to 
actual or potential criminal activities in their territory or 
neighborhood. Aides also develop contacts with community organi
zations providing services in their areas. Thus they can provide 
a rather unique form of feedback to the unit Supervisor, sharing 
information on places for parolees to avoid as well as those which 
parolees should seek out. 
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6.1 Results 

CHAPTER 6 
RESULTS AND COSTS 

How do the services provided by Ohio's POAs compare with tradi
tional parole services? At the outset, the APA knew that this 
question should be addressed through a formal independent assess
ment. As a result, when the project began, the Adult Parole Au
thority contracted with the Ohio State University Program for the 
Study of Crime and Delinquency to conduct a three year evaluation. 
The primary goal of the evaluation was to determine the effective
ness of the ex-offenders employed as Parole Officer Aides. Since 
the Aides were not performing tasks identical to those of Parole 
Officers, the evaluators decided to focus only on tasks that both 
groups would be performing. A comparison group of Parole Officers 
was selected from the same parole units which employed Aides. The 
Parole Officers selected for study had minimal work experience 
with the Adult Parole Authority and would thus represent a gener
ally equivalent group in terms of experience and knowledge of 
parole supervision. 

Aides and Parole Officers were evaluated each year along a number 
of dimensions designed to measure attitudes, work performance and 
effectiveness. six areas of activity were evaluated. The find'" 
ings summarized below present a partial picture of the feasibility 
and adaptability of the Parole Aide to a parole system. 

At.titudinal Questionnaire 

The primary focus of this aspect of the ·evaluation was to determine 
the attitudes and orientations of Aides compared to Parole Officers. 
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The evaluators were unable to find significant differences on the 
following psychometric scales:* 

• achievement motivation; 

• self-esteem; 

• focal concerns (assimilation of middle-class norms); 

• anomia; 

• conservatism; and 

• dogmatism. 

Achievement motivation, self-esteem, anomia, and dogmatism are 
designed to measure traits associated with successful social work
ers, while the focal concerns scale is intended to reflect the de
gree of a.rticulated commitment to norms of middle-class propriety. 

The two groups did differ on a scale designed to measure power
lessness: Aides felt less powerless to change things in the world 
and i.n their lives than did professional parole ste.ff. * * Further 
study revealed that POAs did not differ in this respect from n~
cently hired Parole Officers, but that traditional staff seemed 
to acquire a greater sense of this type of powe.r.lessness with in
creasing tenure. 

The groups also t~xhibi ted predictably different scores on a spe
cially-designed scale measuring attit,ude toward the POA Program, 
but during the second year of program operation the txaditional 
Parole Officers showed a significant drift in thu direction of 
more favorable attitudes toward the program, corresponding more 
closely to the attitudes of POAs. 

The final portion of the attitudinal questionnaire focussed on 
possible differences between Parole Officers' and Aides' attitudes 

* References corrElsponding to the scales appear at the end. of 
this chapter. 

** Rotter, Julian B., Melvin Leeman, and Shepard Liverant, "In
ternal vs. External Control of Reinforcement: A Major Variable 
in Behavior Theory," in Washburne, Norman F. (ed.), Deoisions, 
Values, and Groups, Vol. 2 (London: Perganon P~ess 1962). 
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toward crime and punishment. It was felt that these attitudes 
might affect an Aide's or Officer's approach in dea::\,ing with par
olees. The attitude", of Aides were for the most part similar to 
thos~: of Parole Officers. However, P.ides tended to emphas.ize de
terrence and punishment as goals of corrections while Parole Offi
cers appeared less committed to anyone goal. 

Job Satisfaction Intervi€ws 

A series of in-depth interviews conducted with Parole Officer 
Aides in 1974 and again in 1975 indicated that Aides had achieved 
a high level of job satisfaction and were committed to their work. 
The sole indicator used in evaluating job satisfaction was the 
following question: "Do you plan to make a career of correctional 
work?" All of the Aide:s responded positively, while 78% of the 
Parole Officers answered, "yes." Most Aides. also expressed satis
faction with their fellow workers and supervisors. 

A majority of the Aides thought they could function more effi
ciently if the Adult Parole Authority granted them more authority, 
specifically, to expedite parolee violation investigations or pa
role revocations. Although efficiency was the prime concern, some 
Aides indicated more authority would simply represent an indica
tion that the APA trusted them as much as Parole Officers. 

All of the Aides felt the initial training seminars provided r.oy 
the program were not only very helpful but essential. Training 
in report writing was deemed cruci~l by Aides who also felt sub
sequent training in this should be available. Despite a recurring 
complaint of the Aides that their salary was lower than that of a 
Parole Officer, the majority did concede that this was justified 
by Parole Officers' more extensive training. 

In response to the qulSstion, "why 
APA?", almost all Aides responded 
answers were: "I like the WOrKj" 
peoplej" "It makes me feel good." 

do you continue to work for the 
with positive reasons. Typical 
"I like meeting and helping 
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Work Patterns of Parole Officers and Parole Officeli Aides 

A third evaluation approach entailed the use of student field ob
servers. In 1973, ten Aides and ten Parole Officers and in 1974 
twenty-three Aides and twenty-three Parole Officers were evaluated 
on job performance by four types of functions: number and type of 
contact with parolees, estimate of time spent engaged in various 
activities, ability to work with parolees, and the quality of re
lationships maintained with parolees and fellow workers. 

The students reported little difference in the average number of 
parolees seen daily by Officers and Aides despite larger Officer 
caseloads. No differences were found in the percentage of time 
spent with clients. Aides were ranked slightly higher than Parole 
Officers on the quality of relationships with parolees and on the 
ability to relate to and work with parolees. However, no differ
ences were found by the students in their overall evaluation of 
Aides' and Officers' relationships with fellow workers. 

Inmate Attitudes Toward the Parole Officer Aide Program 

In 1973 and 1974, the pre-release inmate populations were surveyed 
concerning the concept of utilizing ex-offenders as Parole Officer 
Aides. In both yea.;cs, the overwhelming majority of inmates indi
cated they would prefer to be supervised by an Aide. Eighty-five 
percent of the inmates agreed or strongly agreed with the asser
tion that Aides would be "better able to help parolees avoid prob
lems" than regular Parole Officers, while 68% felt parolees super
vised by an Aide would be "more likely to succeed" on parole. 

Unit Supervisor's Evaluations 

Each year, Unit Supervisors were asked to rank Aides and Parole 
Officers on a number of job performance characteristics using a 
scale of 1-100. The mean scores for these attributes are present
ed in the table on the following page. Comparing scores between 
Officers and Aides in the three years reveals some interesting 
patterns. Aides compare most favorably with Officers in 1975. 
Part of the ~eason for this is that a number of the Aides in this 
group were entering their second, or possibly third year of ser
vice in the program. The year in which Aides compared least fa
vorably with. officers is 1974. Apparently eligibility criteria 
for Aides were weakened in this year (after initial success in 
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* Figure 6 

UNIT SUPERVlSORS MEAN RANKINGS OF PAROLE OFFICERS AND 
PAROLE OFF~CER AIDES ON SEVERAL DIMENSIONS PRESENTED AS MEANS SCORES 

1973 Respondents(n=lO) 1974 Respondents(n=20) 1975 Respondents 

P.O's. P.O.A's. P.O's. P.O.A's. P.O's. P.O.A's. 

Ability to Motivate 69 63 66 61 62 65 

Abili ty to Relate to 73 71 70 65 61 64 
Parolees 

Willingness to put 81 85 76 72 73 76 
himself out 

Obtaining jobs or job 69 73 69 66 62 71 
training for parolees 

Relating or getting 86 86 80 73 72 78 
along with fellow 
workers 

Relating and get.ting 80 77 78 72 72 70 
along with representa-
tives of ccmmunity 
programs or agencies 

Report Writing 75 53 74 52 72 61 

As an overall employee 78 65 76 63 72 70 
of the Adult Parole 
Authority 

* Scott, Priestino and All(.'m, op.cit., p. 107. 
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1973), resulting in a group of Aides whose performance was far 
below that of regular Officers on all seven dimensions. 

It is interesting to note that scores for regular Parole Officers 
declined in every dimension in each successive year. However, the 
ev~luators provided no explanation for the occurrence of this phe
nomenon. The one dimension on which regular Parole Officers 
scored consistently higher than Aides is Report Writing, probably 
due ~o the Officers' greater amount of training for the job. 

Unit Supervisors cited the Aides' function as a source of knowl
edge for regular Parole Officers as the major advantage of the POA 
Program. The second most frequently cited advantage was that the 
Aides teach Parole Officers how to relate to parolees. Several 
supervisors stated that, in the event the Program were ever termi
nated, the APA should retain the Aides as consultants. Other ben
efits of the Program as seen by the supervisors were the Aides' 
"knack" for finding employment for parolees, ann the examples POAs 
set for their clients. In the first and second years in which 
supervisors were interviewed, over 90% were "very pleased" with 
the Program, believing it to be one of the best innovations to 
come from the APA in some time. 

Survey of Parolees 

The sixth approach utilized in the evaluation was a survey of 
parolees supervised by Parole Officers and Parole Aides to deter
mine their opinion of the services they were receiving. These 
results are reported in Figure 7. The general pattern seems to 
indicate that parolees under Aide supervision felt about as posi
tively about their supervisors as did those with regular Parole 
Officers. Such differences as appear are not statistically sig
nificant. 

Recidivism 

An implicit goal of :he Parole Officer Aide Program is to minimize 
the parole viola'tion and recidivism rates of parolees under POA 
supervision. Since an dnalysis of Aide caseload characteristics 
in comparison to Parole Officers' indicated that Aides were super
vising clients who had been incarcerated for more serious offen
s~s, possessed more extenstve criminal records and were younger 
when first arrested; it was deemed important to monitor the vio-
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. 7* F~gure 

PAROLEE'S MEAN RANKINGS OF PAROLE OFFICER AIDES 
AND PAROLE OFFICERS ON SEVERAL DIMEN::':~ONS 

(Rated on sc:ale from 0 :::: poor to 100 = excellent) 

i 
/ 

Ability to Motivate 
Parolees 

Ability to Relate to 
Parolees 

Willingness to Put 
Himself Out 

Overall Quality of 
Performance as a 
Parole Officer 

1~73 Respondents 
Parole Parole 
Aides Officers 
}f(n==105) X(n=103) 

76.2 73.3 

79.1 76.8 

78.4 75.9 

80.7 78.8 

1974 Respondents 
Parole Parole 
Aides Officers 
X(n=126) X(n==140) 

76.7 76.7 

79.2 81.1 

72.3 78.0 

78.1 83.4 

* Scott, priestino and Allen, op.cit., p. 123. 

. * F~gure 8 

TERIvIINATION OF CASES 
June 30, 1973 - June 30, 1974 

POAs 
# % 

Final Releases 256 72% 
Parole Violator at Large 35 10% 
Resentences 25 7% 
Death 2 1% 
Maximum Expiration '19 5% 
Out of State Transfer 2 1% 

State Hospital Commitment 3 1% 
Parole Violators Returned 8 2% 
Reintegration centers 4 1% 

Total Out-of-System 354 100% 

Transfers 79 

Total Terminations 433 
* Figures from Exemplary project Applicatioh, 

Program Review Memorandum. 
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Regular Parole 
# % 

3443 67% 
446 9% 
543 11% 

72 1% 
197 4% 
187 4% 

90 2% 
113 2% 

5111 100% 

4183 

9294 
Attachment A -
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lations and new' offenses of POA clients and to make rough compari
sons with the behavior of clients under traditional parole super
vision. 

Summarized in Figure 8, data on clients terminated between June 30, 
1973 and June 30, 1974 (the~ost recent included in the 1975 eval
uation) suggest that Parole Officer Aides may- not differ from 
regular staff in their influence on participant recidivism. In 
thnt twelve-month period POAs worked with 1,165 parolees, 433 of 
whom were terminated. Excluding terminations due to transfer, 
354 clients left the system, 68 under unfavorable circumstances. 
Of the' unsucces~.ful terminations, 25 clients (7%) were resentenced 
for new felonies; 8 clients (2%) were returned to penal institu
tions for new violations; and 35 (10%) were classified as parole 
violators at large. 

By comparison, professional Parole Officers supervised 10,512 
cases, of whom 9,294 were terminated, including 4,183 transfers. 
Of the remaining 5,111, 543 (11%) were resentenced, 90 (2%) were 
returned for parole violations, and there were 446 parole vio
lators at large (9%). The total proportion of unfavorable termi
nations does not differ significantly between the two groups (X 2= 
.72). The project defines "failure" only as those actually re
turned to prison (12% for regular parole, 9% for the case aides). 
This difference is not significant either (X2= 2.62). The vali
dity of this comparison is weakened by the fact that POAs' cases 
were frequently selected by supervisors according to special 
criteria. 

In short, the comparisons presented here may fail to capture some 
of the detail of differences between POAs and POs. The recidi
vism test does not permit conclusive findings, due largely to the 
initial differences in the two client groups. In Chapter 8 we 
suggest some alternative research designs which may yield stronger 
findings. 
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6.2 Costs 

In Ohio Parole Officer Aides were paid $7,696 per year at the 
Caseworker II range 15 level in FY '75. During the same period, 
regular Parole Officers (Parole Officer I) had a s'tarting salary 
of $8,694, which is 13% more than the Aide's starting salary. 
Regular Parole Officers supervise a case load of up to 
60 clients, while POAs are expected to serve only half as many; 
some of whom are to be regular clients, while the remaining are 
considered "multiple problem cases" for whom more intensive back
ground and casework are appropriate. Clearly, as client groups 
differ, service needs will differ as well, and with them, the 
cost of providing the services. To form an idea of how these 
costs differ, we can calculate the cost per client-year of ser
vice, corresponding to regular and POA supervision. On this basis 
a client-year of traditional parole service by a starting Parole 
Officer costs $145, while a year of POA service at starting rates 
is $257, or 77% more than regular service. 

A number of differences explain the higher cost of Aide supervi
sion. First, the multiple-problem cases may be presumed respon
sible for a disproportionate share of the Aide's case supervision 
time since they are explicitly defined as clients with greater 
need for services. Removal of these cases from a regular Parole 
Officer's caseload may be an important mechanism for allowing him 
to provide more adequate services to his own larger case10ad. 
Moreover, Aides are more actively involved in job development than 
are regular Parole Officers, leaving smaller amounts of time in 
their offices. Speaking engagements, educational leave, and other 
activities consume a larger amount of the Aide's time than they do 
of regular Parole Officers. 

A time study of Aide and Parole Officer activities for a single 
day* found that time in direct contact with clients varied from 
15 to 75% for POAs and from 7 to 70% for POs. The average for 
the two groups was about the same: 36% and 35% respectively. 
However, it should be pointed out that Aides were ranked consider
ably higher by student observers in relating and working with 
parolees. 

* Scott, Priestino, and Allen, op.cit., p. 94. 
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6.2 Costs 

In Ohio Parole Officer Aides were paid $7,696 per year at the 
Caseworker II range 15 level in FY '75. During the same period, 
regular Parole Officers (Parole Officer)I) had a starting salary 
of $8,694, which is 13% more than the Aide's starting salary. 
Regular Parole Officers supervise a case load of up to 
60 clients, while POAs are expec·ted to serve. only half as many; 
some of whom are to be regular clients, while the remaining are 
considered "multiple problem cases" for whom more intensive back
ground and casework are appropriate. Clearly, as client groups 
differ, service needs will differ as well, and with them, the 
cost of providing the services. To form an idea of how these 
costs differ, we can calculate the cost per client-year of ser
vice, corresponding to regular and POA supervision. On this basis 
a client-year of traditional parole service by a starting Parole 
Officer costs $145, while a year of POA service at starting rates 
is $257, or 77% more than regular service. 

A number of differences explain the higher cost of Aide supervi
sion. First, the multiple-problem cases may be presumed respon
sible for a disproportionate share of the Aide's case supervision 
time since they are explicitly defined as clients with greater 
need for services. Removal of these cases from a regular Parole 
Officer's caseload may be an important mechanism f;or allowing him 
to provide more adequate services to his own larger caseload. 
Moreover, Aides are more actively involved in job development than 
are regular Parole Officers, leaving smaller amounts of time in 
their offices. Speaking engagements, educational leave, and other 
activities consume a larger amount of the Aide's time than they do 
of regular Parole Officers. 

A time study of Aide and Parole Officer activities for a single 
day* found that time in direct contact with clients varied from 
15 to 75% for POAs and from 7 to 70% for POs. The average for 
the two groups was about the same: 36% and 35% respectively. 
However, it should be pointed out that Aides were ranked consider
ably higher by student observers in relating and working with 
parolees. 

* Scott, Priestino, and Allen, op.cit., p. 94. 
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The most recent budget for Ohio's program allocates 81% of the 
project's funds to salaries and fringe benefits (@ 20%), for a 
total personnel cost of $268,428 per annum, which supported 24 
Aides plus project management and support staff. The project also 
budgeted 350,000 miles of travel to permit POAs to spend a good 
deal of time in the field. This amount would vary from project 
to?roject depending on the location of parole units. 

The POA budget also includes an entry of $10,588 in consultant 
fees for'research and training. For these services the project 
relied heavily on members of Ohio State University. Substantial 
parts of the project's evaluations were conducted as part of reg
ular University course offerings, relying on the services of grad
uate students and undergraduates. Thus, the amount included in 
the formal budget reflects only that portion of the cost for re
search and training not subsidized by members of the university. 
A project anticipating a more comprehensive evaluation would find 
it necessary to devote significantly greater resources to evalu
ation in order to answer the questions not yet addressed by the 
studies conducted in Ohio. 

In summary, while costs per case for POA superv~s~on are clearly 
higher than regular Parole supervision, the same cannot be said 
about costs per service. In fact it is possible that no monetary 
accounting can reflect fully the benefits of having ex-offender 
parole supervisors to provide role models, job development, and 
the general emotional and psychic support which the parolee may 
derive from knowing that his caseworker has experienced and solved 
the same problems he faces. 
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CHAPTER 7 
REPLICATION ISSUES 

The concept of employing ex-offenders in parole services is not 
unique to Ohio. In 1974, ex-offenders worked in the parole sys
tems of 16 states. This experience certainly indicates that the 
Ohio effort can work on a broad scale. In considering the feasi
bility and practicality of jmplementing a Parole Officer Aide Pro
gram, correctional administrators must address four basic, local 
issues. 

First, it must be determined whether any state legal or adminis
trative regulations exist that impede or bar the establisr~ent of 
such a program. The existence of such constrai.nts may, in some 
states, prohibit the hiring of ex-offenders by criminal justice 
agencies or severely limit the type of work ~ormer offenders may 
perform. 

The second issue to consider is the organi";ation and internal 
mechanics of the parole system. The actual structure of the rele
vant parole system should not pose a significant hindrance but 
may, in some instances, present minor disadvantages in implement
ing such a program. 

Thirdly, it is important that program designers decide exactly 
what type of Aide position is to be created and how this position 
can best be integrated into the existing parole service system. 
For example, the Ohio Parole Officer Aide Program has recently 
chosen to establish a position that can serve as a preliminary 
entry-level training slot to that of Parole Officer. However, 
another system may find it more feasible to institute an Aide 
position with a broad range of steps and commensurate salary in
creases that would represent a paraprofessional career ladder in 
and of itself. 
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Finally, underlying these policy issues is the assumption that a 
state will possess a receptive organizational and administrative 
environment to sufficiently commit to such a program. Clearly, 
this is an important and necessary requisite for the successful 
development of a Parole Officer Ai.de Program. This chapter pro
vides a brief overview of each of these practical replication 
issues. 

7.1 Restrictions on the Employment of Ex-Offenders 

Legal Considerations 

Some parole systems place an absolute bar on the employment of ex
felons in custodial or supervisory work. This is often inter
preted as precluding ex-offenders from parapro:Eessional or pro
fessional parole work. However, states may overcome this obstacle 
in one of two ways. First, ex-offenders could serve as parapro
fessional aides to Parole Officers. Although technically the ex
offender could not maintain primary responsibility for a caseload 
of parolees, he or she could serve as a resource in tasks such as 
job development, pre-release institntional meetings and crisis in
tervention assistance with a Parole Officer. 

Pardon relief by the executive branch traditionally removes this 
legal type of civil disability imposed on ex-offenders. This 
could be facilitated individually by program designers by an 
agreement with the executive branch for the expeditious process
ing of pardon petitions. The state's Parole Board could prove a 
valuable facilitator here where they serve as the governor's ad
visory board of pardons. The former might be preferable since 
the time involvement necessitated for pardons might severely ham
per the organization and implementation of a program. 

One component of the Ohio State University evaluation was a na
tional survey of state directors of corrections to collect infor
mation on the employment of ex-offenders by correctional agencies. 
In the survey conducted by Ohio State, eleven states indicated 
that legal restrictions impeded the hiring of offenders. The 
factors cited including the following: 
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• Parole officers are "peace officers" and must be 
licensed to carry firearms; it is against OUr state 
law for a convicted felon to carry a firearm. 

• The state, county or municipality may not employ a 
person convicted of a felony who has not, prior to 
the time of filing an employment application, re
ceived a full pardon. 

• Our state personnel department still refuses to 
hire if a potential employee has been convicted 
of a felony or is under felony indictment. 

• convicted felons lose their citizenship and cannot 
be sworn to oath of office until citizenship is 
restored. 

• Convicted felons cannot by law be appointed to a 
position of trust. 

obviously, the key issue here is the hiring of an individual con
victed of a felony. The ability to possess a firearm is of les
ser importance as demonstrated by the Ohio model. The obio pro
gram has been able to circumvent this problem by not requiring 
that Aides be involved in law enforcement or investigatory acti
vities where it might be necessary to carry a firearm. 

Administrative Considerations 

Nine states, according to the Ohio State survey ( possess adminis
trative restrictions limiting the employment of ex-offenders in 
parole supervisory work. However, in examining the constraints 
reported by respondents it seems more likely that restric,tions 
reported as administrative were simply negative policies or atti
tudes held by correctional or p~rsonnel departments. Typical re
strictions as reported by corrections heads included the follow
ing: 

• Our policy is that an applicant with a criminal 
record must have received a pardon for each con
victed offense before employment is considered. 

• It is simply not done in our state. We want em
ployees we can trust and you never know about 
ex-cons. 
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• The use of ex-offenders as parole or probation 
officer aides does not have the support of ex
perienced probation and parole officer personnel 
but appears to be limi ted most::~y to academic 
theorists. The role of the ex-offender must be 
limited, and he should never be allowed to ex
ercise any supervisory control over offenders. 

Where employment obstacles do exis·t due to administrative fiats 
such as civil service regulations, waivers, certificates of re
habilitation, or pardons might overcome such obstacles. Never
theless, it is clear that the simple cooperation of agency per
sonnel will remain a key determinant in implementing a program. 

The program could prove less replicable in jurisdictions with ab
solute veterans or disabled veterans preference for employment de
cisions, since ex-offenders and females in general are generally 
underrepresented in those classifications. However, statutory or 
executive affirmative action mandates could facilitate the hiring 
and promotion of minority and female persons who may be well rep
resented in the ex-offender FOA positions. 

Figure 9 summarizes the use of ex-offenders in parole work and in
dicates those states with legal or administrative emplo:b'nent limi
tations. As can be noted from the table, a total of 14 sta·tes 
report either legal or administrative restrictions. Needless to 
say, these need not prohibit project development. In recognition 
of the fact that employment is essential to offender rehabilita
tion, there has been an increasing trend on the part of legisla
tors and criminal justice officials to ease unreasonable and dis
criminatory restrictions. A few states have enacted statutes 
lifting employment barriers placed on ex-offenders solely because 
of a felony conviction. In 1972, Maine issued an executive order 
stating that ex-offenders must be considered for state jobs on an 
equal basis with all other candidates. Moreover, several studies 
have exhaustively examined the existing ty~es of barriers and 
means of obtaining formal pardons, expungements and annulments. 
Additionally, these studies provide model statutes for eliminat
ing unnecessary restrictions and obtaining record expungement, 
restoration of rights, etc.* 
* See Removing Offender Employment Restriotions, 2nd ed., Na
tional Clearinghouse on Offender Employment Restrictions, Washing
ton, D.C., 1973, and Herbert Miller, The Closed Door: The Effeot 
of a Criminal Record on Employment with State and Local Publio 
Agencies. Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., 1972. 
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Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
District of 

Columbia 

X 

X 

Florida X 
Georgia 
Hawaii 
Idaho X 
Illinois X 
Indiana 
Iowa X 
Kansas 
Kentucky X 
Louisiana 
Haine 
Haryland 
Hassachusetts 
Hichigan X 
Hinnesota 
Hississippi 
Hissouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey X 
New l1exico 
New York 
North Caro-

lina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
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7.2 The Parole System 

Clearly the administrative structure and in't.ernal regula'tion of 
the Parole Board and supervisory system will influence the devel
opment of an effective Parole Officer Aide Program. For example, 
Ohio, like most systems, separates its parole decision-making 
function (Parole Board) from its supervisory or parole service 
function. One disadvctntage of this type of system is that the 
Parole Board has little contact with parole services and seldom, 
if ever, fashions a release program around a special resource 
such as an indigenous POA. Since the program functions well in 
Ohio i,t would appear that it would function as well, if not. bet
ter, in a system where the Board governs parole programming. 

The type of release system and the rules pertaining to prison ac
cess by ex-offenders employed by a state are factors 't.hat can af
fee,t the initial contact between parolee and Aide but by no means 
present overwhelming obstacles. Ohio employs a 'type of Hopen re
serve" parole release system where individuals receiving favorable 
parole decisions are released once the prospective Parole Officer 
or Aides approve the residential program. In systems where the 
Parole Officers make initial contacts with their clients prior to 
parole release, such as in pre-release centers, at the prison as 
part of inside/outside parole programming, or as part of a parole 
contract for release (b~P), an established relationship between 
the client and the parole staff exists prior to release. It would 
appear t.hat. the program would be ve:ry replicable in such systems 
prov'iding that Parole Aid6s had free access to the prisons and 
pre-release centers. 

Individual states' rule of parole or parole conditions imposed on 
the parolee can sett.he tenor of the parolee/parole staff rela
tionship. Systems which place and attempt to enforce an absolute 
bar on association with any persons with a criminal record, for 
instance, would be less receptive to a program of this nature. A 
literal interpretation of an association prohibition might bar 
parolee contact with an ex-offender POA. Although it is unlikely 
that any jl,lrisdiction vlOuld bar the program solely on these 
grounds, issues of this nature ought to be explored thoroughly at 
the ou tse't. 
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7.3 Institutionalization and Development of Career Ladders 

In implementing a career ladder for Parole Officer Aides, two fac
tors are of significance: 

• the type of Paro18 Officer employment system, and 

• the classification of the Aide position as a para
professional slot only or an entry-level professional 
position. 

The Ohio Parole Officer employment system is part of the State 
Civil Service System. Most other parole systems are also in state 
civil service systems. However, in some states Parole Officers 
are organized into a local Parole Officer union or association. 
An organized Parole Officer g~oup Or bargaining unit might affect 
the replicability of an Aide program and the development of a 
suitable career ladder unless the POAs were included in the bar
gaining unit and in the contract. 

In many states the Parole Officers as civil service employees are 
part of a state employee's union or association and including POAs 
in a bargait,ing unit should present little difficulty. Where Pa
role Officers are organ~.zed in unions, assignm"'!nt of parole field 
districts is generally subject to seniority bid, and a possessory 
interest for individual territories results. This could create 
difficulty for the Ohio model which employs a POA within a number 
of territories where it is not uncommon for one unit to supervise 
cases within the territorial limits of another unit. In addition, 
union contracts often provide for provisional appointments on a 
seniority basis so that, for example, a senior social worker may 
be first in line for the next temporary opening in the Parole Of
ficer ranks. Although the program would appear less replicable 
in a union system, its continued existence could be bargained for, 
and once made part of the system it would be institutionalized far 
more quickly than in a nOh-union system. 

The establishment of an effective career ladder system depends on 
the type of Parole Officer recruitment and. selection system and 
the goals of the program. In a civil service system, Parole Offi
cers are hired through open civil service e~aminations. As a re
sult, the relat::'vely uneducated, "inexperienced," and untrained 
POA would have to compete in the open market with college graduates 
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and system veterans for Parole Officer positions. As the Ohio 
program has demonstrated, some qualifications would ge>nerally have 
to be waived in such a system to create a meaningful career ladder 
leading to Parole Officer. In non-examination systems employing 
direct appointments, a career ladder is more realistic as long as 
the appointing author.ity supports the program. 

The implementation of a modest career ladder within paraprofes
sional positions is clearly easier to effect regardless of the 
type of parole system. Since most systems set minimum qualifica~· 
tions for professional parol(J positions based on a balance cif edu
cation and experience factors, the potential ~ide is generally at 
a disadvantage. Thus, a paraprofessional series of titles and 
responsibilities could be created with a broad range of steps and 
commensurate salary increases to provide satisfying career ad
vancement for Aides. Or, a system may be created similar to the 
Ohio program which allOWS entry into the Parole Officer serieB 
after acquiring experience as an Aide. 

7.4 Attitudinal Considerations 

Resolving the issues discussed above in favor of project develop
ment cannot insure that ex-offender Aides will be well received 
by colleagues or the general public. Correctional administrators 
must consider the general climate in which such a program may be 
implemented. In Ohio, the Adult Parole Atlthor.:!.ty had utilized 
ex-offenders as program representatives for a number of years and 
in so doing created a favorable internal and external image for 
the concept. 

In communities without such precedents, program planners must be 
prepared to address a range of misperceptions that might be held 
by correctional personnel. The planners of the Ohio POA program 
were sensitive to these considerations and were careful to explain 
the concept thoroughly to management personnel and to point out 
the advantages of the ex-offender's services. Additionally, the 
Project Director was an "insider ll and as such known and respected 
by line and management staff. Thus, the project was viewed not 
as an intrusive force but more as a resource and supplement to 
existing services. 
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A POA program might be more replicable in parole systems with 
little public visibility. The concept of "giving" responsible 
jobs to ex-offenders may be unpopular in areas of high unemploy
ment where persons without previous criminal involvement compete 
for this type of work. In addition, the politics of corrections 
may well brand such a program as "permissive." The physical size 
and logistics of the parole service system are also relevant fac
tors. When parole services are integrated with probation services 
and the officers have dual functions the POA would be breaking in
to a more diverse and less parochial system. Smaller systems are 
normally less formal and replicability is often dependent upon 
personalities rather than policies. 

Information collected by Ohio state University in its study shows 
that in 1974 sixteen states employed ex-offenders as Parole Offi
cers or Aides, ten employed ex-offenders in probation services 
and an additional twenty-two states reported that ex-offenders 
were employed in other types of correctional work suc~ as coun
selors, teachers, aides in a drug treatment program, etc. Clear
ly, the use of ex-offenders in supervisory courtseling services 
such as parole and probation has gained acceptance among correc
tional officials. 

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate thl;! advantages and disadvantages as 
perceived by survey respondents for employing or not employing 
ex-offenders in such positions. It is significant to note that 
the most frequently cited disadvantage was resistance on the part 
of professional staff to such a program. Since such resistance 
is usually engendered by a combination of job security, prejudice, 
and philosophical factors; program designers face a creative chal
lenge in overcolning such opposition and creating an environment 
conducive to the acceptance and integration of th~ valuable ser
vices an ex-offender can provide. 

The officials in the Ohio Ad'ult Parole Authority recognized the 
negative effects that Parole Officers and other field staff could 
have on the POA project. The competency, trust, and motivation 
of the POAs had to be established early in the project's planning 
so that an environment of support could be established as a base 
to the project. APA recognized that the project would come under 
close scrutiny from those who questioned the advisability of per
mitting ex-offenders to supervise parolees. Hence, the project 
was introduced slowly and carefully. Once the Ohio APA estab
lished a solid reputation with the POAs, the visibility of the 
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Figure 10* 

Major Advantages Cited by States for Employing 
Ex-Offender Parc>le/Probation Officer Aides** 

Advantages 

Greater rapport with clients 
Better understanding of client's 
problems 
More capable of empathizing 
Streetwise 
Additional line of communication to ' 
the community 
Resource and mediator 
unique support for professional s~aff 
stronger commitment to the job 
Additional source of manpower 
Other*** 
None 

Number of 

33 

19 
14 

9 

9 
8 
6 
5 
4 

13 
.5 

Total 125 

States 

* Scott, Joseph E., Priest;.ino, Ramon R. anu'\~llen, Harry E. The 
Parole Officer Aide Program in Ohio: An "Exemplary project 
p. 20 

** Frequency of responses does not add to 50 because some states 
gave several advantages. 

*** Includes: affirtlLative action, opportllni,ty for ex-offender to 
contribute to criminal justice fiel.:i, perform public relations 
services, better able to avoid beIng "conned," provides real
ity-based approach to offenders from a staff position, can 
enter areas where officers would fear to tread. 
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Figure 11* 

Major Disadvantages cited by States for not Employing 
Ex-Offender parole/Probation Officer Aides ** 

Disadvantages Number of states 

Professional staff's resistance 
Possible adverse publicity 
Possibility of them corrupting their 
parolees or probationers 
Difficulty of finding suitable candidates 
Overidentification with client 
Lack of career ladder 
Expense in resocializing and training 
Lack of information and experience in 
running such programs 
Lack of most ex-cons education and intelligence 
None 
Other *** 
Total 

16 
12 

12 
10 

4 
3 
3 

2 
2 
4 

13 
81 

* Scott, Joseph E., Priestino, Ramon R. and Allen, Harry E. 
The Parole Officer Aide Program in Ohio: An Exem£lary 
project, p.2l. 

*** 

Frequency of responses does not add to 50 because some 
states gave several disadvantages. 

Includes, generally assigned only menial tasks, possible 
rabble-rousing for no effective purpose, lack of effective
ness except in drug treatment programs, non-acceptance by 
clients, too much expected from sole factor of ex-offender 
status, inability to deal with strengths and weaknesses 
of the system, protection of confidentiality 'of records, 
high turnover rate, inclination to disregard official 
policy, police resistance, and ex-cons are undependable. 
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program was allowed to grow. Establishing credibility is obvious
ly one of the most effective means of dealing with any prevailing 
negative attitudes regarding the employment of the ex-offender. 
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CHAPTER 8 
MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

In one fundamental sense, the justification for programs like the 
Parole Officer Aide Program does not rest on experimental results 
or numerical comparisons. If one accepts as a general principle 
that ex-offenders ought not to be excluded from jobs for which 
they are otherwise qualified, simply on the basis of their prior 
records, it becomes reasonable to apply this principle to the pro
fession of parole supervision. There is considerable intuitive 
appeal to the notion that a person who has successfully faced the 
problems of being an ex-offender and parolee may have special 
qualifications for helping others confront these same problems. 
Such a belief is at least in part a value judgment, and not sub
ject to confirmation or denial from experimental research. 

What can be addressed by research are questions of the efficiency 
of program operation, the degree to which program effects are con
sistent with implicit or explicit goals, and the ways in which 
program design influences outcomes. 

8.1 Design Considerations 

Certainly some basic monitoring questions will be of general in
terest to all programs: Are parolees finding work? Are they be
ing rearrested for new offenses? Are services being delivered at 
reasonable cost? As phrased below, each of these issues clearly 
requires continued quantitative measurement for a useful answer. 

• What is the change in client employment level 
due to the help of his parole supervisor? 

• How does the level of rearrest or parole violation 
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compare with that of similar clients released under 
different forms of supervision? 

• How do Parole Officer Aide costs compare with o·ther 
equally comprehensive service programs? 

For proper measurement, each of these questions requires the in
troduction of some external standard of comparison. A natural 
standard in the case of POA is the experience of parolees under 
the supervision of professional parole officers. In drawing com
parisons between POAs and POs, however, the evaluator should al
ways bear in mind the selection procedures which may attempt to 
concentrate "multiple-problem" cases in the care of POAs. In Ohio, 
this practice has meant that Aides' clients were involved with the 
criminal justice system earlier and more often than other parolees, 
and therefore included a concentration of clients more likely to 
recidivate or violate the con~itions of their parole. 

Where there is some overlap in the kinds of caseload handled by 
POA and PO, an interesting comparison could be constructed by ex
cl]lding those cases peculiar to only one group and randomly as
signing a group of clients of the common kind to both types of 
supervision. In the absence of such allocation, any planned eval
uation should contain statistical controls for differing client 
characteristics. 

The role of Parole Officer Aides may introduce further confounding 
influences into the design. It is reasonable to suppose that par
olees will find it easier to identify with and confide in Aides 
than they would regular officers. This could make them more vul
nerable to detection if they violate the terms of their parole. 
Aides may also differ from regular parole officers in their deci
sions on reporting questionable violations by their clients. The 
net magnitude'and direction of these role-induced biases cannot be 
estimated ~ priori. Nor is there any clear way in which the bi
ases can be removed from the experiment. In such a situation the 
only course of action is for the evaluator to be aware of poten
tial problems, to gather such anecdotal evidence a.s he can, and 
to be wary in his interpretation of data. 
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Data Collection 

Most of the information required for evaluation can be collected 
in the normal course of parole supervision, since it principally 
involves questions of compliance with parole conditions. In par
ticular, rearrest and violation data should be readily available 
on all clients. In addition, given the job development emphasis 
of thf::\ services delivered by aides, follow-up information on em
ployment status should be collected during the period of parole 
supervision. 

For all of the variables, timing information is critical, since 
probability of arrest or violation increases directly with length 
of the observation period, and since permanence of job placements 
is an important indicator of job quality. There are a number of 
alternative ways of dealing with the timing question, all about 
equally valid. The most straightforward method is to compare the 
performance of POA and PO clients per unit time (day of parole 
"exposure"). For example, for each quarter, the number of parol
ees who were arrested while under POA supervision divided by the 
number of client-days on parole could be compared to the same 
ratio for parolees under PO supervision. Alternatively, one can 
compare "mean time to rearrest" between parolees supervised by 
.the two groups. If this latter method ~s chosen the analyst must 
be careful to use an appropriate time series model which reflects 
the dynamic nature of the situation. The underlying assumption of 
this model is that each group of parolees exhibits a rate of re
arrest, and the comparison is made to determine whether one group 
as a whole stays out of further trouble for a longer period of 
time than the other group. 

Since most of the data should be readily available on all Aides' 
clients, it seems most natural to collect them on all clients. If 
similar information is readily available on regularly treated par
olees, there is again no reason to analyze anything less than the 
total population. If, on the other hand, there is a cost associa
ted with comparison data collection, optimal sample size is a 
number of cases roughly equal to the size of the POA client group. 
Smaller samples can, of course, be used, but only at the expense 
of decreasing the power of the comparison. 
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8.2 Outcome Measures 

In order to characterize the full range of experiences of parol~ 
ees, the evaluator needs a range of outcome measures. Some (hope~ 

fully small) fraction of clients will experience failure in one 
form or another: resentence on new offenses, detected parole vio
lation, abscondence, or other new problems. Another portion will 
meet with improved chances for personal or employment success. 
Some middle group may emerge unaffected in either direction by 
their experiences. The evaluator needs variables which will allow 
him to identify and describe both decreased failure and increaslad 
success attributable to the project. Three such sets of variables 
are outlined below: 

Parole Violation 

The most direct negative measure of supervision effectiveness is 
the number of parolees who violate the terms of their supervision. 
In Ohio, violators were classified in two groups: 

• technical parole violators (at large or returned); and 

• parole violators resentenced for new crimes. 

Because parolees can be returned for either grave or minor infrac
tions, more detailed descriptions of the exact nature of viola
tions is probably appropriate, although in the Ohio case, the com
parative infrequency of serious infractions would have made sta
tistical treatment of such detail difficult. 

The data to be collected for both POA and PO cases would include: 

• number and dates of violations; 

• nature of violations; and 

• supervisor's response to violation. 

The most serious difficulties likely to be encountered in com
paring violations have already been noted. Parolee exposure to 
detection may be greater in the Aides' cases, and Aides may be 
either more or less likely to report infractions than regular of
ficers. Beyond reporting problems, there is some difficulty in 
interpreting the various forms of violations, since a large number 
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of different behaviors can be subsumed under the same category. 
This can be overcome, at least to some extent by collecting more 
detailed descriptions of the exact nature of viola~ions. 

Recidivism 

In addition to parole violation rates, parole supervision must 
account for its impact on -the community at large through the risks 
of additional crimes committed by released parolees. Since parol
ees vary in the time spent under parole supervision, the most gen
erally acceptable measure of recidivism is frequency of arrest per 
unit time (usually one year, or 1,000 person-days) of client expo
sure. with sufficiently large samples, refinement of this measure 
to reflect type of offense, disposition, and time patterns of new 
offenses can be considered, but the inherent ambiguities in prose
cution and trial (especially the prevalence of plea bargaining) 
severely limit the precision of such measures. At a minimum, how
ever, information on disposition and offense classification will 
aid in the interpretation of arrest statistics. Again, the data 
to be collected for both client groups would include: 

• number and dates of arrest while under program super
vision and during follow-up periods; 

o court disposition on arrests; and 

• nature of alleged offense. 

Following the selection of measures the chief difficulty arises in 
gathering accurate data. Data on both PO and POA client groups 
would be drawn from two main sources: police data on further ar
rests; and court records on arrests and dispositions. There is 
probably no benefit to be gained in collecting self-reported ar
rest data unless that information is verified by examining a rec
ords source used consistently for all follow-up subjects. 

Employment and Earnings 

A significant portion of Parole Officer Aide time is to be devoted 
to job development and employment counseling activities. It is to 
be hoped that such increased effort would generate correspondingly 
greater levels of client employment, and would be directed toward 
placing them in more desirable jobs (as indicated by reduced turn-
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over, higher wage levels, and increased expressions of job satis
faction) . 

Complete assessment of the quality of a job placement service 
would be a time-consuming and complex process probably beyond the 
scope of any single project's resources. Issues of long-term sta
bility could cause such as a comprehensive study to extend over 
several years, and measuring all the facets of employment satis
faction would call for a psychometric battery of formidable com
plexity. A reasonable compromise is selection of a limited subset 
of measures which should provide a fairly immediate indication of 
the major aspects of ~he program's placement activities: 

. . . 
• number of weeks employed during follow··up period; 

• number of distinct jobs held during follow-up periodi 

• hourly wage; 

• total earnings; 

• congruence of job with long-term career aspirations; 

• level of responsibility; and 

• expressed satisfaction with job. 

Although measures of turnover and compensation are the most objec
tive measures listed here, gathering the data is not a simple task. 
Not only are income-related data sensitive and often deliberately 
mis-reported, but if the participant has more than one source of 
income, the figures become sufficiently complicated that his rec
ords may begin to become urrreliable. While there is no complete 
solution to this measurement problem, the closest approach prob
ably comes through securing cli~t permission to interrogate of
ficial sources, such as FICA and IRS. Dealing with the more sub
jective items requires asking the participant, both at the time 
of project entry and at follow-up, what his aspirations are and 
how his current job relates to these. While it is not to be ex
pected that the information so gathered will be of high precision, 
the questions it addresses are important and even imprecise mea
surement will give some indication of major trends. 

Employment outcomes are, of course, heavily dependent on the job 
market; parolees in turn traditionally fare badly in that market. 
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Because m,)Jch of the employment outcomes are out of the control of 
either the parole supervisor or paroloe, all employment measures 
need to be interpreted only in the context of ,locally prevailing 
unemployment and wage rates. Control group experiences and BLS 
statistics should be used in combination to provide a frame of 
reference for interpreting the experience of parolees under POA 
supervision. 

Other Questions of Interest 

In addition to the three sets of measures described in this Chap
ter, other parole jurisdictions may wish to consider replicating 
the survey components of the Ohio evaluation. These may prove 
useful--particularly in the early stages of such a project--to es
tablish toe credibility of POA staff and to determine through 
supervisors' assessments, the possible need for further orienta
tion and training activities. The instrument used to survey POA 
supervisors is included in Appendix D. Other instruments used in 
the Ohio evaluation are contained in a separate document entitled 
Ex-Offenders As Parole Officers, by Joseph E. Scott (Lexington 
Books, Massachusetts, 1975). 
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APPENDIX A: Parole Officer Aide Monthly 
Reporting Fonn 

APPENDIX B: Training Topics for Parole Officer 
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APPENDIX C: Parole Placement Plan 

APPENDIX D: APA Survey: Supervisors' Evaluations 
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APPENDIX A 
Parole Officer Aide Monthly Reporting Form 
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THIS REPORT IS TO BE COMPLETED BY THE PAROLE OFFICER AIDE AND SUB

MITTED TO THE PROJECT DIRECTOR BY THE FIFTH OF EACH MONTH FOR THE 

PRECEDING MONTHS I AC'rIVITIES. 

Case Worker: 

unit supervisor: 

Office Assigned: 

Cases Supervised: : Probation: -----
Cases Terminated During Month: 

How: (F.R.; PVAL: Inter-unit Transfer): 

Month: 

Date: 

Parole; .---

Adult Males Added To Caseload: White: __ Black: Other: Total: 
---, -

Adult Females Added To Caseload: White: Black: Other; 'I'Otal: 

Clients Individually Counseled; 

Clients Group Counseled: 

Employment Managers Interviewed: 

Employment Positions Obtained for Offenders: 

Offenders on Your Caseload Unemployed: 

Presentations at High Schools! 

Stude.nts Present: 

Presentations at civic Groups: 

citizens Present: 

Presentations at Penal Institutions: 
----------------~ 

Residents Present: 

Comments by Caseworker or Supervisor: 

Caseworker Supervisor 
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APPENDIX B 
Training Topics for Parole Officer Aides 
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COUNSELING PROGRAM 

Parole Officer's Training 

I. COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

Counseling is a one~to-one or group relationship where the 
purpose is to transmit and understand information (feelings) and 
to discuss and evaluate alternatives. 

A. Attending Skills 

1. Good listening is the key. If you don't get the mes
sage you can't act on it. Be aware of the client's 
message, verbal and non-verbal, through his words 
and his tone. 

2. Don't fake attention! We are all guilty of faking 
attention while we may really be thinking about what 
~ are going to say. 

3. Posture, bodily gestures (nod), single responses like 
"I see" and "Yes" communicate to the client. an interest 
in what he is saying and encourage him to continue. 

B. Responding Skills 

1. A counselor should respond to the client totally, e.g., 
his posture, tone of voice, body movements and facial 
expressions, as well as the verbal con'tent of his 
message. 

2. Effective responding is a two fold operation. 

a. Accurate discriminating of what the. man said. 
b. Relevant response to whaLt he has said. 

3. A relevant response should communicate to a man on an 
affective (feelixlg) level an understanding of what he 
(the man) is feeling and a willingness to explore the 
matter further. A denial of the man's feeling (re
gardless of what it is) will stifle futher communi
cation. 

Typical ineffective responses to expressions: 
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Expression of ;parolee: "People treat me like dirt 
when they find out I got 
a record." 

1. Ordering: stop feeling sorry for yourself. 

2. Interpreting: You're just unhappy 

3. Admonishing: You better be thankful, things 
are a lot better than they used 
to be. 

4. Probing: Why do you feel that way? 

5. Diverting: 'fteated you like dirt? Now tha1;' s 
silly. 

What is a person feeling? (Who says "People treat me 
like dirt when they find out 
I got a record.") 

possible discriminations: Mad, inadequate, inferior, 
discouraged, overwhelmed. 

How can we let the person know we have heard his feeling 
and not denied it? 

EXAMPLE: 

Parolee I S statement: "Why do I have to do everything 
you say?" 

Relevant Response: 

c. Initiating Skills 

"You feel I'm always telling you 
what to do? Bossing you around 
too much?" 

In a problem solving model, after the bases of explora
tion and understanding are established, the initiation 
of action is the next phase. The following ideas are 
appropriate. 

1. state the prob].em clearly. 

2. F'ind ~ goals. 

3. Explore avenues for reaching the goal, e.g., alterna
tives, consequences. 

4. Find preferred qlternatives. weigh each alternative. 

5. Determine course. 
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6. Get a commitment and way t:o :neasure progress. 

II. COUNSELING APPROACHES AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

A. Client-centered - Carl R. Rogers 

Non-directive approach - little structure is supplied 
and the client is encouraged to expI.'ess h"Lmself. The 
feelip.g" is that eventually he will reach hIs problem 
through the counseling relationship, find the solution 
himself. 

Theoretical Background: Man is "basically socialized, 
forward moving, rational and 
realistic. " 

B. Directive - Trait & Factor - E.G. Williamson 

The counselor should assess the traits of the subject 
and suggest courses bf action based on this assessment. 
Highly structured in terms of defining problems and 
directing the conversation toward resolution of these 
problems. 

Theoretical Background: Potential for good and evil -
"Man may not be fully capa
ble ... of becoming his poten
tiality without human assis
tance." 

C. Facilitative - Robert Carkuff 

("Vocational Counseling"
Williamson p. 183) 

This model is designed to facilitate communication. 
The counselor's response should accept the client's right 
to express a feeling artd should indicate understanding for 
this feeling. It should alleviate hostility and tension 
but should also indicate genuineness and honesty toward 
the client. 

Theoretical Background: 

"A person most capable of providing constructive help 
to another individual is ... a person who is living effec
tively himself. He communicates an accurate ompathetic 
understanding and a respect for all the feelings of the 
other person. In addition while he is open and flexible 
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in his relationship with others, in his commitment to the 
welfare of the other person, he is quite capable of active, 
assertive, and even confronting behavior when it is appro
priate." 

"Beyond Counseling and Therapy" Carkuff 1968 

D. Reality Therapy - William Glasser - Rational Authority 

Reality therapy is based on the assumption that all 
aberrant behavior is an attempt to evade or an inability 
to take the responsibility of doing what is right. people 
who are unable to fulfill their needs in 'a realistic way, 
ch00se a less realistic way (crime, drugs, alcohol) in an 
attempt to do so. 

Reality Therapy does not ask why a person does what 
he does, nor is it concerned, because the reason for unac
ceptable behavior doesn't matter. What is done, is rele
vant. Actions are what matters. 

Reality Therapy is not concerned with the past. No 
matter what factors in the past have helped cause a person's 
defect, the problem is essentially the same in every case: 
We must help the client develop a sense of responsibility. 
Probing the past often only provides clients with an ex
cuse for their irresponsible behavior. 

Reality Therapy requires firmness and a real involve
ment with the client so he feels someone "close enough 
to enable him to feel worthwhile enough to take responsi
bility for himself." The client takes total responsi
bility for all his actions. 

Reality Therapy is the approach utilized as rational 
authority within the specialized caseload program. We 
are concerned with the man's behavior and actions, not 
with verbalization or rationalization. 

III. AN ECLECTIC MODEL OF COUNSELING 

An Eclectic Model of Counseling utilizes all the afore
mentioned Counseling modalities in dealing with various types of 
clients and situations. 

The word "eclectic" Ineans to select, to choose appro
priate doctrines or methods from the various counseling models. 

"Fundamentals of Counseling," Shertzer & Stone, p. 251 
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Frederick C. Thorne was one of the early proponents of 
the eclectic viewpoint. He made the following generalizations 
concerning the use of various techniques: 

1) In general, passive methods should be used whenever 
possible. 

2) It is desirable to give every client an opportunity 
to resolve his problems non-directively. Inability 
of the client to progress therapeutically using pas
sive methods alone, is an indication for utilizing 
more directive methods. 

3) All Therapy should be client centered. This means 
that the client's interests are the prime considera
tion. It does not mean that directive methods are 
contra-indicated. In many cases, the client's needs 
indicate directive methods. 

4) Directive methods are usually indicated in situational 
maladjustment where a solution cannot be achieved with
out the cooperation of.other persons. 

5) Some degree of directiveness is inevitable in all 
counseling even if only in reaching the decision to 
use passive methods. 

"Principles of Personality Counseling'; Thorne p. 112-113 

Eclectic counseling requires the counselor to be sensi
tive to the developing situa-tion so that he can evaluate the indi
cations and contra-indications for the use of any method. As the 
situation changes he must be flexible enough to alter plans and 
models to fit the situation. 

The supervision technique of rational authority comple
ments the eclectic counseling mode. It encourages the use of auth
ority inherent within the parole officers' position, when it is 
indicated for rehabilitative purposes. Ideally the amount of 
authority utilized by the parole officer would coincide with the 
needs for authority or direction which that particular client or 
circumstance expresses. 

IV. GROUP COUNSELING 

A. Mutual Concern Groups 

These groups are highly structured and goal directed. 
They are primarily cognitively oriented and focus around 
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problem areas that are defined as common interest prob-
e 

lems among the group. 

1. Job-seeking skills - This may be a semi-classroom type 
gr9up in which the parole officer (instructor) outlines 
various job seeking skills which may benefit his 
clients in need of employment. Also information re
garding jobs may be shared, etc. 

2. Living skills - Again primarily cognitively oriented, 
how to get along with foreman, fellow employees, neigh
bors, etc. Int~llectualizing regarding various needed 
coping skills. Counselor seen as facilitator for 
inter-group sharing. 

B. Personal-Social Skills Groups 

These are more sophisticated groups, more open~minded 
in terms of dealing with appropriate subject matter and 
having less structure. These emphasize more group leader
ship and each member of the group taking more responsi
bility for what occurs. 

C. Therapy Groups 

Dynamics within the client will be apparent in a here 
and now situation in the group. The aggressive, hostile, 
dependent, etc. will manifest the same symptoms in a group 
setting and the leader (parole offic~r) will be able to 
deal with them as they occur. 

These groups entail a great deal of risk-taking and 
the ability to not only uncover feelings (hostility, 
hatred, envy) but to deal with them in a genuine, unde
fensive manner and bring about some type of resolution 
or satisfaction at the close of this group. 

No parole officer should engage in this type of 
counseling unless he/she has had some type of specialized 
training or experience. 

v. gyESTIONS AND OPEN DISCUSSION 
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APPENDIX C 

Parole Placement Plan 
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State of Ohio 
ADULT PAROLE AUTHORITY 

427 Cleveland Avenue 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215 

I Ohi.o penitentiary 
Institution 

FU: 10/27/ 75 

Nature of Report Parole Plan Acceptance Date October 12 1975 

Parolee John Smith Number 000-000 White X --------- Colored 

Office Address 100 Main St. Clev~e~l~a~n~d~,~O~h~~~'o~ ________ __ 
Employed by ______ _ Address 

Admitted 10/20/73 

Paroled 10/20/75 

From Suyahoga Crime and Sentence Forgery 1-20 
County 

Reference is made to the Parole Plan Investigation 
Request of 10/3/75. This investigation has been 
completed. 

Placement approved to - Mrs. John Smith (Mary) - Wife 
100 Main Street 
Cleveland (Cuyahoga County) 

Ohio 

No one will call for parolee at the time of release 

OR 

(Name of relative/friend) will call for parolee on 
date of release. 

On 10/6/75 this officer interviewed subject's wife at home. 
Mrs. Smith lives in a three-bedroom apartment on the poverty
ridden sine of town. The home is neat and clean, however, 
and roomy enough to accommodate subject. 

Mrs. Smith and her two children (Matthew - 6 and Mark - 7) 
subsist on an ADC grant of $162 per month. Because of this 
meager income, the family is poorly clothed and housed. The 
children, however, are well-fed and properly cared for. 

Mrs. Smith seems very fond of her husband and is anxious 
to have him home. She hopes he will improve the family eco-
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nomically and that he ~ill stablize the children who have 
been hard to manage lately. She prays that subject;s drinking 
problem is at an end. 

Tearfully, Mrs. Smith described the hardships she endured 
as a result of her husband's drinking. Unpaid bills, evic
tions, and lack of necessities were commonplace. Were it not 
for her church, relatives, and the relief dole, the family 
could not have survived. Despite his faults, Mrs. Smith 
claims subject can be responsible. Sober, he is trust-worthy 
and r~liable. Sometimes he would work steadily for three 
months or so before reverting to alcohol. These were the only 
really happy days for the family. During this interview, Mrs. 
Smith was quite attentive. She talked freely about her 
husband's confinement and the problems it presented. She also 
asked penetrating questions about parole and its obligation. 
This writer then reviewed the rules after which she empha
tically promised full cooperation. 

On 10/12/75 we contacted John Jones of the Acme Tool 
Company. Mr. Jones owns a shop employing 35 people. He 
produced a letter from inmate soliciting employment. 

Mr. Jones is very civic-minded and has employed parolees 
before. He finds them satisfactory except for absenteeism. 
He also is interested in the Alcoholics Anonymous program and 
hopes to persuade smith to participate eventually. 

Mr. Jones is sorely in need of help and is willit,g to hire 
subject sight unseen, in spite of inexperience. Subject will 
work as a drill press operator at $2.75 per hour. He can 
begin work on 10/24/75. Advancement is dependent only on 
his ability. 

Upon release, subject will have every opportunity. His 
wife is devoted to him and is willing to start anew. He will 
have an understanding and sympathetic employer; and, as .far 
as we can determine, there is no community feeling agairi~t 
him. The only concern evidently is subject's history of 
excessive drinking. 

From the foregoing, it is obvious that this subject's parole 
plan is satisfactory. This officer recommends, therefore, that 
this case be accepted for supervision. 

Approved: Respectfully submitted, 

Unit #10 Supervisor Parole Officer 
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APPENDIX D 
AP A Survey: Supervisors' Evaluations 
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APA SURVEY 

supervisors' Evaluations 

Date 

Time ----------------------
Interviewer 

Supervisor 

Employee 
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Emp10 yee ________________________ __ 

Three characteristics often mentioned as necessary for a parole 
officer to perform well on his job are: 

1. The ability to motivate parolees. 

2. The ability to relate in a non-threatening and yet firm 
manner with parolees. 

3. The ability to put himself out or in other words, (go 
the extra mile), fn working with parolees. 

Now we would like you to evaluate 

with regard to each of the above characteristics. The average 

score on each of these characteristics is 50. First, how well 

does he motivate the parolees he w',.!rks with? 

Poor Average Excellent 

1. Motivate 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Poor 1,\verage Excellent 

2. Relate 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Poor Average Excellent 

3. Put out 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

4. Which one of the following statements best describes what value 

is to the APA? 

___ .1. He could fill immediately a specific: job at higher man
agement level, no further training necessary. (immedi
ately promotable) 

____ 2. He could fill a specific job at a high management level 
with further training. 

____ 3. He is doing what can reasonably be expected of him. on his 
present level. (satisfactory plus) 
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Employee ________ ~ __________________ __ 

4. He is doing what can reasonably be expected orr his ~res----- ent job but he is not seen as going beyond his pres~nt 
level in the immediate future. (satisfactory) 

5. His performance on his present assigrunent is not com-
--~ 

pletely satisfactory. (ques'tionable) 

6. His performance is not acceptable on his present job. He --- may be able to improve his performance with further help 
and encouragexpent. (unsatisfactol"Y) 

5. Now us~ng the same grading system we used earlier, how would 

you rate ---------------------------- with other officers you knuw 

at getting jobs or special job training for parolees? 

Poor Excellent 

Jobs 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

6,. HoW would you rate __________________ in relating and 

getting along with fellow workers? 

Poor Average Excellent 

Relating Colleagues 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 9U 100 

7. How would you rate __________________ . _______ in relating and 

get'ting along with J:;epresen~.!atives of other programs and agencies 

in the community? 

Poor Average Excellent 

Relating Community 
0 10 20 30 40 50 bO 70 80 90 100 

8. How would you rate 's report writing? 

Poor Average Excf\llent 

Report writing 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
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Employee __________________________ __ 

Comment: 

9. How would you rate 

ployee of the APA? 

Poor 

------------------------- overall as an em-

Excellent 

OVerall 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

ASK FOR POA ONLY 

10. Approximately how many times has 

spoken as a representative of the APA (i.e. community gatherings, 

schools, clubs)? 

[Get an estimate] 

11. How valuable a function is this? 

12. Is there anything ___________________________ has been doing 

that others generally do not do in your office? 

13. We would now like to ask you some specific questions about the 

Parole Officer Aide Program. First, what, if any, are its advan

tages? 

14. What are its disadvantages? 

15. If you were responsible for evaluating and restructuring the 

program, what would you do? (Probe) 
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EXEMPLARY PROJECTS REVIEW BOA.RD 

Members of the Exemplary projects Review Board in September 1975, 
when the Ohio Parole Officer Aide Program was selected, were the 
following: 

state Planning Agency Directors 

Jay Sondhi, Executive Director 
M.i.ssouri Law Enforcement Council 

Benjamin H. Renshaw, Director 
District of Columbia Office of Criminal 

Justice Plans and Analysis 

LEAA Officials 

Mary Ann Beck (Chairperson) 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 

Louis Biondi 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 

Robert Dieg1eman 
Office of Planning and Management 

Dr. James Howell 
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention 

James C. Swain 
Courts Division 
Office of Regional OperatiDns 

Paul Sylvestre 
National Criminal Justice Information 

and Statis'cics Service 

Gwen Monroe 
San Francisco Regional Office 

James Vetter 
Denver Regional Office 
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EXEMPLARY PROJECT: The Ohio Parole Officer Aide Program 

To help LEAA better evaluate the usefulness of this document, the reader is requested 
to answer and return the following questions. 

1. What is your general reaction to this document? 
o Excellent 0 Average 0 Useless 
o Above Average 0 Poor 

2. To what extent do you see the document as being useful in terms of: (cileck one 
box on each line) 

Not Highly 
Useful 

Of Some 
Use Useful 

3. 

Modifying existing projects 
Trai'ning personnel 
Administering ongoing projects 
Providing new or important information 
Developing or implementing new projects 

o 
[] 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o o 
o 
o 

To what specific use, if any, have you put or do you plan to put this particular 
document? 
o Modifying existing projects 
o Training personnel 
o Administering ongoing projects 
o Developing or implementing new projects 
o Other:. _____ .•. _____ _ 

[] 
o 
[J 
[J 
[] 

4. Do you feel that further training or technical assistance is needed and desired on 
this topic? I f so, please speci fy needs. 

5. In what ways, if any, could the document be improved: (please specify, e.!). structum/ 
organization; content/coverage; objectivity; writing style; other) 

6. How did this document come to your attention? (check one or more) 
o LEAA mailing of package 0 LEAA Newsletter 
o Contact with LEAA staff 0 National Criminal Justice 
o Your organizatior.'s library Reference Service o Other {please specify) ___ . ______ ~~ _____ _ 

7. Have you contacted or do you plan to contact the Ohio Project site for 
further information? 
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8. Check ONE item below which best describes your affiliation with law enforce
ment or criminal justice. If the item checked has an asterisk ("), please also check 
the related level, I.e., 
o Federal 0 State 0 County 0 Local 

o Headquarters, LEAA 0 Police * 
o LEAA Regional Office 0 Court' 
o State Planning Agency 0 Correctional Agency • 
o Regional SPA Office 0 Legislative Agency" 
o College, University 0 Other Government Agency' 
o Commercial Industrial Firm 0 Professional Associations • 
o Citizen Group 0 Crime Prevention Group .. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20531 
POSTAGE AND FEES PAID 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
JUS-436 OFFICIAL BUSINESS 

PENAL TV FOR PRIVATE USE, $300 

Director 
Office of Technology Transfer 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

c;;:! Criminal Justice 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D.C. 20531 

9. YourName ________________________________________ _ 

Your Position ______________________________________ _ 
Organization or Agency __________________________________ _ 
Address __________________ . _________________ . _____ _ 

Telephone NUmber Area Code: ____ Number: _____________ _ 

10. If you are not currently registered with NCJRS and would like to be placed on 
their mailing list, check here. 0 
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